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Paraclipse Inc.
2271 29tn Avenue East, Columbus,
Telephone: (4021 563-3625

SERIES

Distributed in Australia & the Paciflc by

SATECH Satellite
Communication

Technology Pty. Ltd.
181477 Warr iga l  Rd,  Moorabbin
East ,  V ic to r ia ,  Aus t ra l ia  3189

te l  6 l -3 -9553-3399
fax 6 I  - j -9553-3393

Nebraska USA

When quality,
strength, and
accuracy are your
main requirements,
Paraclipse antennas
are your first choice.

Only Paraclipse offers such variety; four distinctly different series:
the Truss-Ribbed Classic,
the Courier Deliverable Eclipse.
the Stretch Formed Hydro,
the Commercial Patriot.

Every Paraclipse model sets the
industry standard in its class, worldwide.

Fax: 14021564-21
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Some items in limited quantity (marked LtdQty); many have special SPACE member discounts

SPACE
Pacific
Report
(# eeot,

9902,
9903,
99O4)

Shows
9905,9906,
9907, 9908

er 9909

World
Sat TV

'92

The television programme, direct to you from digital master on E240 VHS tape, PAL format of course.
Show 99O1 : " l t  is your signal, too" and "Fun and games with the spectrum analyser." Show 9902:
"Feeds and LNBs" - understanding how products dif fer. And, "Mark Long's Thumbnail  History of home
satel l i te TV" featuring the real pioneers of the 7Os and 80s! Show 99O3: "Dish antenna cri t ique ," why
some dishes work better than others, plus Mark Long on instal l ing your own dish, and, Richard Brooks
on PVRs. Show 9904: "Who buys DTH systems?" explores the marketplace, plus, "Understanding Tiny
Parts" looks at connectors, l ine-amps and spl i t ters. Four hours as currently running on Mediasat &
Westl ink- digital mastered to you for the exceptional price of $55 including shipping and two bonus
items - "Satel l i te Television (The Booklet)" featuring material by Sir Arthur C. Clarke, and, the infamous
CMT satel l i te penci l-writer! (see order form, below). ln stock, shipped within 72 hours. (No SPACE discount)

The television programme - the latest releases (even before they appear on Mediasat, Westl ink!).  As
above. Show 9905: Robin Colquhoun and the Dr Overf low software for the Nokia; Show 99O6: How
the uplink works - possibly the best prcgrarryrle toprc en€rcreated. Show 99O7: Part two of uplink.
Show 9908: Instructor Mark Long's "Digital Basics." Show 99O9: Mark Long's " lnstal lat ion Basics"
with emphasis on Ku service. Shows 9905, 6,7, & 8 now being shipped. $6O, no SPACE discount.

Close out - a few copies remaining! Al l  of the basic fundamentals are here, at a price that is too good to
be true, Hey - the quanti ty is very l imited (Ltdoty) and we need to clear out the shelf space. 910 and i f
you are a SPACE Member, i t  comes down 30% to 57! Having a complete satel l i te TV reference book
doesn't  get any cheaper than this.

Direct to Home: Satellite System Installation Techniques. There are many-many NEW people getting
into home satel l i te system instal lat ion. And we receive several calJs each day asking us to point them at
a "basic tutorial" that wi l l  explain how a home dish system works, how you instal l  i t  for proper
performance. This is it. Without question, the very best quick tutorial on what a home dish system is,
how it  works, where the problems develop. l f  you are new to the DTH f ield, buy this and commit i t  to
memory. Very sl ight New Zealand bias, not enough to hurt i ts value world-wide. And i f  you are looking
into mult i-set instal lat ions such as motels and hotels and condominiums, also order TB 9405 'SMATV

Systems ' (be low;  the  pa i r  make i t  pa in fu l l y  c lear  where  mis takes  are  commonly  made) .  A lso  see
SaIFACTS October, November and this issue - for RF Distr ibution System art icles. T89404 original ly
prepared by Coop for an Asian DTH technology conference, LtdOty 91O {SPACE discount}.

Satellite to room - Commercial SMATV (Satellite) Dish Installations. The easy part is the satellite dish or
dishes. The dif f icult  chal lenge is gett ing al l  of those signals - including the terrestr ials - balanced and into
every room and each TV outlet at the proper level. lf you plan to do multiple-outlet systems, start here
with this Coop writ ten tutorial,  Ltdoty and only $10 per copy while they last! (SPACE discount)

The Nelson Parabolic TVRO Manual. l f  you are the type of person who wants to bui ld your own dish (up
to 3.7m in size), or, you simply want to understand why some dishes work better than others, this
step-by-step "how to bui ld a dish" manual is the "Bible" of an industry. Nelson Ethier was a perfect ionist
and bri l l iant with hand tools. l t  shows here - the ult imate backyard project! Half original price at $15,
Ltdoty, SPACE discount appl ies.

TB 9404
DTH

Systems

TB 9405
SMATV
Systems

Nelson
Parabolic
Manual

Please send the following:
!  SPACE Pacif ic Report  -  9901-9904/ $55 (no discount);  !  Shows 9905-9908/ $60 (no

discount);  D Package deal -  9901-9908 (2 tapes)/  $105 (no discount);  E World Sat TV-'92/$10;
nTB 9404 - DTH Systemsi$10; tr  TB 9405 - SMATV Systems/$10; !  Nelson Parabol ic TVRO
Manua l /$15.  To ta l  o f  o rder  -  $ ,  f f  current SPACE member, mult ip ly by 0.7 (7Oo/ol  and

wri te d iscounted tota l  here:  $
I  wish to pay this by I  cheque (enclosed) n VISA card n Mastercard

Ship to (name as i t  appears on card):

Mail ing address
Town/city

Your signature:
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Each of these editions researched, created by "Coop" to help you solve tough aerial problems

Tech Bulletin 9301. Co-Channel & Antenna Phasing. How to grow a single antenna (Yagi, broadband

antenna) into a complex array to great ly  increase gain,  sharpen receiv ing pat tern to e l iminate co (same)

channel  inter ference.  Total ly  hands-on,  very pract ical ,  up-to-date '  Go f rom novice to professional !

Tech Bulletin g3O2. Weak Signat Reception Techniques. lf one cut-to-channel (Yagi) antenna won't do the

iob ,  w i l l  2 ,  4  o r  g???  How abou t  16?  S tack ing  an tennas ,  ma t i ng  w i t h  ca re fu l l y  se l ec ted  mas thead  amps ,  i s

an ar t .  This expla ins how to do i t  for  professional  resul ts up to 3O0 km from TV stat lons

Tech Buffet in gg}3.  uHF -  The Front ier .  Using parabol ic  sty le antennas surfaced wi th low-cost  poul t ry

mesh, bui ld UHF dishes up to 40 feet  in s ize to extend UHF of f -a i r  recept ion out  to 300 km' And -  learn

the t r icks to "squir t "  s ignals f rom a hi l l top to a val ley below using low-cost  receiv ing equipment '

Tech Bulfetin 93O4. Beating Noise lnterference & Combiriing Cioss-Pote Signals. When TV and FM signals

are weak,  man-made inter ierence f rom appl iances,  power l ines can k i l l  recept ion.  Step-by-step instruct ion

for  ident i fy ing,  locat ing,  f ix ing noise sources + unlque method of  combining cross-pole TV signals

Tech Buffetin 9305. Cabte Television - Fact & Fiction. The story of how a cable TV system is designed

buil t ,  operated. The perfect "So this is how it  works!" report.  Who knows - you might even l ike the

concept so well  you take out a mortgage on your home and wire your townl

Lost Art of Rhombic Antennas -27 dB of gain VHF & IJHF. Everything you need to know to build the

most sensit ive vHF-UHF receiving antenna ever created. Rhombics are used for virtual ly al l  long haul

mil i tarv circuits. Includes super-Rhombic LaPorte design. 300 km? A piece of cake!

20 to 40' poultry Mesh (chicken wire) Parabolics. complete instruct ions to bui ld UHF-TV off-atr

rece'tron antenna sysrem combines low cost ref lector materials with Redwood or other durable "struts "

20to 25 dB of gain, out to 3OO km uHF reception. A backyard proiect with earnings potential

World-Famous Fr ias Hal f -Bol ic  Ref lectol .  Amazing design al lows s imul taneous recept ion over s izeable arc

of  t ransmission locat ions.  Ci ty grade {80 dBuV) recept ion f rom distances of  28O km on VHF (45 MHz)

th rough  UHF  (9OO MHz) .  Th i s  i s  huge ,  bu t  eas i l y  t he  bes t  a l l - a round  deep -deep  f r i nge  an tenna  sys tem
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SPRSCS 
,gg. SPACE shot many hours of video during SPRSCS '99 to prepare for the (ntrw available) 9901 - 9904

one-hour TV shorvs. ln "Rarv Video" you have everythrng shot, befbre editing, including material done by Robin

Colquhoun fbr the Dr Overt'low software explanation - all reshoots and mistakes! 4 hours. PAL'

Please send the following:
t r  T B  9 3 0 1 / $ 1 0 ;  t r  T B  9 3 b 2 / $ 1 0 ;  t r  T B  9 3 0 3 / $ 1 0 ;  !  T B  9 3 0 4 / $ 1 0 ;  !  T B  9 3 0 5 / $ 1 0 ;  E  L o s t

Ar t -Rhombic l$2Ot  n  20-40 '  D ishes /$20;  !  F r ias  Ha l f -Bo l i c /$20 -  o r

n  T89301/9302/9303/9304/9305 -  $40 -o r -n  Rhombic l  20-40 'D ishes /  Ha l f  Bo l i cs  -  $50 -o r -

Ll  T89301/9302/9303/9304/9305 + Rhombic/20-40'  Dishes/Half  Bol ics -  $80.

V ideo:  E  Space Raw V ideo/$35:  n  SPACE V ideos  -  9901-9908 *  Raw V ideo/3  tapes  $135 '

fotat of  order -  $-- ;  l f  current SPACE member, mult ip ly total  by O'7 to obtain

discount pr ice truorr ruo oiscount appl ies to Raw Video or SPACE Pacifrc Report)  -  new

discount total  $ .  I  wish to pay this by D Cheque (enclosed) I  VISA I  Mastercard

Card  number exp l res

Ship to (name as i t  aPPears on card)

Company

Mailins address

TowrVcity
your slgnalure

Return to: SPACE p*iri., po nox 30, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand or fax to 64-9-406-1083



COOP'S COMMENT
Note: This issue of SF is dated January 21

- because our printer takes a generous
holiday each Christmas. On top of the "late"

delivery to many subscribers for the
December issue, it might appear that we are
slipping. We are not. The Christmas mail
delay was simply the result of too many
pieces of mail shoved into an over loaded
mail handling system. Postal employees seem
not to actually look at the "AlRPosT/FAsT

POST" sticker on our envelopes, assuming
(incorrectly) if the envelope is large, the
postage rate must be slow and slower. I want

: l

fanuary 21, 2OOO

to assure you we do everything humanly possible to get your copy to you via the fastest
possible delivery system available each and every month. lf we screw up, we are honest
enough to admit it. This month {and December} was not such an occurrence.

The status of digital video broadcasting in the terrestrial format is in shambles. DVB-T
grew out of more than five years of intensive study in Europe and North America. The
Europeans selected one transmission standard (GOFDM) and the Americans another
(8-VSB). Under some circumstances, COFDM outperforms 8-VSB. In other situations,
8-VSB is better. But - both have serious reception problems and neither is perfect.

The telecastets are being told, in Australia, they must convert to digital; to a special
form of digital known as high definition TV {HDTV} and simultaneously to standard
definition digital lSDTVl. Most telecasters understand this is the largest financial risk they
have ever taken. lf HDTV fails to attract consumer interest, billions of dollars will have
been spent for naught. SDTV, meanwhile, is a "patch" on a problem. The problem is the
uncertain public acceptance of HDTV and the very high costs involved. Australian
politicians, ever anxious to appear progressive and smart, have fallen into a technical trap
of their own making.
- You are a "satellite guy" and many of you have told me, "why should I given a flying
F - - what happens to DVB-T - l'm a satellite guy!!!" Think it out. lf HDTV fails, DVB-T
will falter, sputter and grind to an economic halt. Sometime in 2O03-2004, the public
votes will be counted and if HDTV has been the fiasco we anticipate, broadcasters will
be faced with reconverting their failed HDTV equipment to an expanded SDTV. By then
the politicians will have disappeared from the scene and the public will be left with all of
the technical problems of COFDM in SDTV format.

Between 2000 and 2004, the satellite world - which already uses SDTV - and the
Internet world - which is rapidly ironing out the technical difficulties of SDTV through
telephone lines - will have made great progress. As we report here, the first Internet 17
TV channel Web site is operating and as Ron Theaker of IHUG penned to us January lOth
- "lt is almost real time video with acceptable audio. Even at 8O kbps lwatched part of a
movie on (Toronto station) CITY-TV and then the end of an NFL playoff on Globat. You
get occasional hiccups but once on line it seems very good. lt does some HD buffering to
achieve this so you have to be a little patient when it loads. Altogether, I am most
impressed." This from a very critical professional in the world of Internet TV - the
Manager of iHUG Digital.

lgnoring the promise of delivering Intelnet TV will be a mistake. Toronto, Ontario,
Canada is a fair way around the world from Theaker's Auckland office. He was down
loading the Toronto service through IHUG's satellite service. Those two words -
"lnternet" and "satellite" are destined to change the way we and our customers watch
TV in the next few years. And DVB-T, with its political and engineering mistakes, will be
the loser.

In Volume 6 t Number 65
DVB-T facts and foibles - and the Internet TV connection -p. 6

Terrestrial Interference invades Australia -p. 14
Deoartments

Programmer/Prograrnming Update -p.2; Hardware/Equipment Update -p. 4; SPACE pacific Report
(TPG's "bad raps" may be unjustif ied) - p. 20; Cable TV Connection (More about measuring digital

TV errors); SaIFACTS Digital Watch -p. 24; Supplemental Digitat Data -p. 26; SaIFACTS Analogue
Watch -p. 27; SPACE Pacific Report - TV Show schedule -p. 28; With The Observers -p. 29; At

Sign-Off (ABA investigation of GWN) -p. 32
.ON THE COVER.

Internet TV? k's here and there is a satellite connection. (p. 6).
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Moving a dish-'ltut 
challenge was t0 move a 4.8m116' dish

across Port Pirie ' intact. We lowered the dish

onto a tandem trailer, disconnected the hub, stood

the dish up on the trailer (with lots of help!) and

used the mounting post as a tripod to support the

antenna on the tlailer. And we used lots of rope

and colourlul adiectives t0 secure it down for the

trip across town. The driver with a support vehicle

rounded the lirst corner and 00P's some
'careless person' lelt the telephone and power

l ines hanging down too close t0 the ground' 0K'

lind a piece of PVC conduit and shove them up out

of the way t0 get undel! Ihis was but the lirst of

many such stops lor gentle rearranging of the

utility lines. After plenty ol sidewalk

superintendents'helped' us with a combination ol

strange stares and seldom intelligent questions'

we arrived at the site. Three'strong Australians'

lifted the dish {rom the trailer to the new mount

where new owner Owen Grocker decorated it with

Ghristmas tree lights t0 the amusement of his

neighbours."
David Carwana, Tocsin Systems, Australia

Looking for specific LNBF Product
ntith tht rapid take'up ol the Ganal+lRF0

satell i te houquet here in New Caledonia, our firm

is heavily involved in wiring ol apartment, motel

and multiple dwell ing blocks with L'band

distribution sYstems. What I cannot locate are

10.6 GHz local oscil lator LNBFs' no 22 kHz, no

voltage switching' no second L0' Gan anyone

help?"
Steffen Holzt, E"mail antenne'cal@canl'nc,

{ax + + 687.41.52.40 (New Caledonia}

Who owns thg,!q4!?
"Rttet.ttt tht letter appearing in December SF

concetning ownership ol 0ptus Aurora cards'

What's the big deal? Surprise ' all STAR fV Asia

cards are owned by the service provider' Always

have been, always will be ' one step of many to

prevent wholesale piracy ol the service'"
STR Ltd, Hong Kong

The beef with 0ptus is their card distributors write a
"sold invoice" for each catd. Selling something usually

suggests ownership passes as well'

icraveTV.com Web site delivering 17 USA and Canadian FTA television service

channels {p. 1,6)has a very simple way of screening gut whg uses their service'

Copyright dictates thaf they "limit" users t0 people living in Canada and t0 "qualify"

as a cinadian you are asked for your telephone area c0de number. 604 is British

Columbia . we like that number. But sooner 0r later icraveTV will have to take

additional steps t0 keep out foreign users. Your lnternet URL address wguld be a

simple way t0 police this of course- which will then lead to an enterprising Canadian

offering you a Canadian URL address through a server in that country. And the beat

g0es 0n.
French television and radio service RF0 is pushing hard on the islands of the

Pacific to "come together t0 create an all-Pacific international television service'"

RF0's director for international relations algues that virtually everything seen 0n

television in the Pacific griginates "ngrth of the equator" and carries "biases which

do not fit into the culture and lifestyle of the Pacific." He proposes that the recentlY

launchedCana|+ IRFOsate | | i tebouquet0n |n te |sa t ls0Ebeexpandedtohaveregu|ar
input from television broadcasters in Fiji, Tonga, Samoa and elsewhere. The RF0

New Caledonia contribution, scheduled to launch in March 0n the bouquet, will be

linked from Noumea back to Paris using (BT) undersea fibre optic cable, and then

plugged into the Canal+ bouquet there for retlansmissi0n back into the Pacific' "A

tetevislon station that shuts itsell off from the world will die" was the message t0

delegates from 21 Pacific countries attending a Noumea conference' 
"We must open

our d00rs and windows, 0pen our islands and our countries." see SatFACTS

At-Sign-Off, p. 32 for December for our own take on this challenge'

Sfin fV Sport 0n As3 . FTA. Enioy it while you can. New plan' t0 graduallv

convert all English language audi0 t0 Mandarin with goal of no English at all by mid

year. Let's see 'where is that Mandarin language"at-home course book???

What's the excitement? When BSkyB (uK) launched their "0pen TV" connection

t0 Internet, the anticipation was 0nly a small percentage 0f BSkyB viewers would

use the extra "free" service (it comes as a bonus to being a BSkyB satellite

subscriber). Wrong. 0pen TV launched in 0ctober, and m0re than 30% of BSkyB's

digital satellite subscribers signed up for e'mail service ' more than 350,000 in all'

0i.line product sales .of which BSkyB gets a percentage of the selling price each

and eveiy time - added up t0 more than a million pounds a week running up to

christmas . 127,767 0rders through the system. There is m0re. 45% 0f the homes

who registered for the free Internet and E'mail service use it at least once per week,

averaging 15 minutes on.line each use. E-commerce is obviously alive and wellin the

Uf wittritrat inagic maniage 0f two key words ' "lnternet" and "satellite'"

We missed one. Recall the mess when EBB changed their data stream November

23? 0f course you d0. what we didn't know at the time was Dr. Burkhard Nowotny,

head man at Deutsche Welle, was in Sydney staying at Top of the Town Hotel

through the 25th. His phone would have rung ofl the hook if that had been better

ann0unced!
sky NZ TV carriage of national FTA network TV3 launched 0n schedule 1 January'

No, TV4 from same shop will not be carried and TV3 agreement 0nly runs until

Oecember 31,2001.
lf GNN goes down 0n y0u, go to cNN.com website, lelt hand side of page locate

"Distribution updates" f0r latest w0rd from netw0rk headquarters concerning

satellite problems.

UPDATE
I  January 21,2OOO I



Complete rqng e of W meqsurement funtions for 45- 2,1 5 0M Hz frequency ran ge

Narrow 100KHz resolution bandwidth shows detailed Spectrum on all bands
100 preset storage locations and factory pre-set of World channel plans

Mono and Stereo Vision to Audio ratios measured automatically
On Screen Display of all measurement and set up parameters
Level displays digitally to .1 of a dB, with bar graph and tone

9 different Spectrum and Expanded Spectrum span views
Automatic Carrier to Noise Ratio measurement

Calibrated first for flatness and then for level

NES#E

Unahm developed the new EP-JIJ in response to demand for a high
quality precision instrument for terrestrial and satellite TV
measurements that won't break the bank. Finding signals anywhere
in tlre 45 to Z,ll0Mllzrange is easy in Spectrum mode, and sensitivity
down to 2OdBpV allows the weakest of TV signals to be detected.
Frequency and level readings can be taken at all times, regardless of
operational mode. The l00mm CRT with 0n Screen Display (OSD)
provides access to a huge range offunctions. Audio Tone and Bar
graph simplifrpeaking an aerial or dish formaximum sipal strength.
Spectrum and Expanded Spectrum modes are provided and frequency
marker is easy to see regardless of skte. In Narrow a 100Khz RBW
filter clearly shows detail including Stereo TV audio sub-carriers, all
the way to 2,150MH2. Optimizing LNB skew is a snap! Carrier to
Noise Ratio, Vision to Audio ratio and Digital Channel Power
measurements a.re automatic, and display digitally, lV channel plans

Revolutionary low price point

are factory preset enabling tuning by CHannel almost anywhere. Often
used channels can be stored in 100 PReset positions along with
information such as LNB voltage, satellite audio sub-carrier, video
polarity, 2ZkJlz genentar and TV standard, saving time measuring
TV distribution systems. EP-313 can also tune FRequency by direct
entry or in steps ofyour choice. Full analogue TV picture can be
combined with either level bar graph or sync pulse and colour burst
display. TVAM and FM audio sub-carrier demodulation enable FM
radio and almost any analogue audio to be heard. Teletext is included
as standard. Included mains power supply will run the EP3l3
continuously, and recharge the optional internal 6.5Ahr high capacity
sealed lead-acid battery overnight for over two hours of continuous
field use. The battery can be topped up from many [.V. sources
including cigarette lighters. A handsome field carry bag with accessory
pocket and shoulder strap is included.

12 Kitson St. Frankston VIC 3199
TeL(03) 9783 2388 Fax(03) 9783 5767



Aurora card snalu
"Yes, there is confusion about what the two

versions ol the Aurora smart card are capable ol
doing. Fact: The ACS 1.2 card can hold only 20
dilferent channel id authorisations for provider l0
[that's Aurora). Aurora's activation centre doubles
up on channel lDs so that one logical channel id
will actually authorise more than one physical TV
or radio service. Provider 0 Gustarl Foxtel) on
AGS 1.2 cards are capable of holding 100 channel
l0s. lr is a different story with the AGS 1.6 cards.
The Foxtel AGS t.6 cards can hold 60 channels for
both provider 0 and 10. The (one) Optus I'S card I
have interrogated, one assigned to a hotel. has
room lor 3 providers with up to 32 channels
each."

BH, Australia
"After reading December SaIFAGTS I would

argue with the 'All smart cards remain the
property of 0ptus.' Which smart cards are they
talking about? Certainly not the Aurora ones I
have bought! The ones I 'hought" never came with
any such 'conditions' attached and in fact I even
paid'sales tax'0n them. lt I did not 'buy' them.
how can I be charged 'sales tax?' fhe cards
themselves contain no such statement saying they
remain the propetty of 0ptus. So what happens if
it gets lostlstolenlbroken? Will 0ptus replace it
tree of charge? | think not. l'd love to see them try
to claim them back."

El, Australia via E'mail
Will 0VB.T's nightmare go unnoticed?

"How will we survive the changeover to local
digital IV reception? Where, in the past, if a plane

flies over you have modest ghosting of the image,
but with digital you have total picture and sound
loss. In a lringe area or when a car with bad spark
plugs drives by, you have break up or interfetence
-with digital you have nothing, no reception at all.
ll you live in an airport take off and landing
corridor, is government prepared to supplY
compensation in the form ol daily video tapes? |
wonder how the public wil l accept this maior step
backwards and whether theY wil l he
'understanding' ol the people who made these
highly controversial technical decisions. ls this a
nightmare or wil l i t simply go by as unnoticed?"

Tony Drexel, Free to Air Satellite, South Australia
It will be difficult to not notice. Unless of coutse by the
time DVB"T is the only TV left broadcasling FTA, all of
the viewers have moved to satellile or Internet TV. Will

the last analogue FTA viewer please shut down the
CRT?

An insult???-T'ily 
latrtt E"mail lrom Boomerang TV includes

the following line concerning equipment
installation:
'TPG will ofler the option to either have the
equipment prolessionally installed or installed by
yoursell. A capable handyman should have no
problems installing the equipment"

"Gapable handyman??? Give me a break! "

Patrick Middleton, Advanced Circuit Technologies
A suggestion. Tell them your fee to do a new install is

$ 1 00, or, $ 1 50 to trouble shoot an installation done be
a do'it'yourself capable handyman!

UPDffiE
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MadMax released 0n Monday January 10 according to his wife in Cape Town,

hopes to be home in South Africa on day this issue of SaIFACTS goes into mails. As
0f the 14th, "Bolf expects to have a cell phnne today or tononow, the Gernan
Enbassy is holding his passp1rt and willrelinquish it to hin when paperwork c7vering
latest fine of 150,000 Bahf (US$3571) is conpleted." Back on 31 December during
the Y2K period, Australian card enthusiasts rep0rted a "strange" new offer appearing
on httpJlmembers.x00m.cgm/satsystems,australi.htm which included piracy cards
sent C00 provided user revealed "real, valid E'mail address." Discussion groups
quickly branded this site aS a decgy and suggested "entrapment of the unwary" was
the purpose. Details of court settlement of second case brought against MMlRolf
Deubel were not available as this issue of SatFACTS headed for the printer. Updates
. if any .will be posted 0n our own web site . http:l/www.satfacts.kwikopy.c0.nz.

Digital standard? There was a nartow window in time when one unified standard
for all DVB could have been adopted, t0 the advantage 0f both the television and the
cgmputer folks. As the computer designers have so aptly shgwn us, there is no longet
a need t0 align framelfield rates with the (AC) mains frequency which at one point

during development prgvided a strong argument for slightly different standards for

discrete points 0n the globe. DVB - unfortunately, with 20'20 hindsight, was basically
an European creation, and it looked n0 further afield than the needs of Europe. DVB

as it is ngw established makes it difficult - some would say impossible ' to deal with

the character set ploblem unless the Sl (system information) you want iust happens

to be in LatinlfirylliclGreek alphabets. DVB totally passed gver the needs of the

Japanese, Chinese and other "character-alphabets" and ngw we see each develgping

their own Sl approach. Standards for DVB? 0nly if you are white and/or European!
What's in a name? $igimatch(r)is from Matchmaster and claims to be Australia's

"First UHFIVHF Digital & Analogue TV Antenna." Antenna claims include "C0FDM

Compatible" which could mean some0ne actually sat down and analysed the
prgblems assgciated with DVB.T reception. 0r, it could be an advertising phrase

deigned to give conlidence t0 new antenna buyers the antenna will not be outmoded

by the transiti0n t0 digital. what are the desirable characteristics of a DVB'T

antenna? Still early days, but extremely flat match (no gain 0r lgss 0f gain "spikes"

inside a TV channel passband), extraoldinary front to back ratio to knock down

reflected signals from the rear, tight forward lobe to eliminate multi'path frgm

obiects in front of the antenna head the list.
Boomerang TV .it always comes back. TPG Internet group testing 0n PAS-B

12.725{zinto Australia has some very strict requirements if you wish to be an

instafler. First,youhave to agree t0 work for around $60 per install. flexf, you will

have to purchase a climping tool for F connectors. That's the end 0f the requilements

although they do lisl as " nptional - Satellite Finder in order to nake the pointing

prlcess easiet . clst $60." They are selling the complete oTH system directly to

custgmers, will ship t0 the custgmer, and he locates a "qualified" installer from a

Web site (t0 be established) where those with crimping tools will be listed'

Boomerang claims,"1ur PAS-| signal is nuch strlnget than Austar or Foxtel, anyone

with experience installing a TV aerial can do this." They are also suggesting you can

use ex-Galaxy 60165172cm dishes because 0f the satellite's "great signal stlength."

Parameters: well, the FEC is 718. Do you think they understand what that means???

lll youhaueyow very 1wn uinping to1l, contact cM Laiat 02'9850-0893 or E'mail

cmlai@tpg.com.au.)

l
j
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STATUS of DVB-T
and the IMPACT ON SATELLITE TV

1999 was a bad year for digital television if you are in the

terrestrial TV business. Much of the world was looking to the

excitement and development of high definition digital

terrestrial television in the United States as a "model" for the

growth of digital terrestrial (called DVB-T in the trade)' What

f,appened has bordered on the edge of insanity' In a short

sentence -

DVB-T, HDTV in the USA, does not work, properly'

Now, before you shrug off that sentence with some sarcastic

suggestion thai this is an "American problem" that has no

aiielct impact on digital television in your country, consider

this.
l) The USA is the largest television "market" in the world'

consuming 25,000,000 new TV receivers in 1999' This means

the world's TV manufacturers design receivers first and

foremost for America, and then as their resources permit'

modif, those receiver designs to be sold in other portions of

the world where non-American standards apply' If the

American system is "broken," design and production of digital

TV sets for the balance of the world stops' lmmediately'

2) The American HDTV technical format was to be the
"model" for many other countries planning HDTV (for

example, Japan). ln the classic domino effect' if DVB-T has

technicai p.oUt.rnt in the USA, sooner or later the ripple effect

will get to most of us no matter where we live'

I) rn. technical problems with the American HDTV

transmission system are not unique to that system - to a lesser

but still real extent, a totally different British approach to

digital television is also experiencing its own version of

problems.
The Problems

Untit . analogue transmission schemes, digital is extremely

sensitive to repetitive "echoes." An echo in analogue is known

as a "ghost" (image) which simply means there are two or

more totally separate images on the screen simultaneously'

One arrives at the receiving location following a "direct" path

from the transmitter - one or more "ghost" or echoes anive at

thereceiveraftertravell inginaslightlydifferentdirectionand
then being bounced (reflected, ricocheted) to the receiving

location. th. di...t path arrives first, the ghost paths are

slightly delayed in time because they travel fuither along a

deviated route.
An analogue "ghost" appears as an extra image on the

tn
kilowatts or megawafis of transmitted power' virtually

anything that is reflective to VHF and UHF signals can

Uetome u source of ghosts. Generally speaking, within 30 to

50 kilometres of a high power transmitter, ghosts are the result

of too much signal in the air - so much that it bounces from

solid objects. A metal roof on a neighbour's home is a solid

reflective object. So too is a high rise building, a water tank'

even a hill nearby. At high band VHF (band III - 174-230

MHz) and UHF, even densely foliated trees are a reflective

surface.
The second category of ghosting occurs in weaker signal

areas where there is hilly or rough terrain' Homes located at

the base of a tall hill or surrounded by hills have no real
"direct" path to the transmitter - the tenain acts as a block or

shield.Thesignalsthatdoarriveintheseunfortunatelocations
are "scattered" by the tenain, bouncing several times to arrive

at the receiving aerial. tfthere is but one single reflection point

that bounces signals into a disadvantaged location, you can

usually live with the effect. When there are two or more

,.parut, "bounce" paths involved, one will always be slightly

more direct (shorter) than the others and the offset or

difference between the path lengths appears as ghosting on the

screen.
So what does this have to do with digital television?

Everything. Because as soon as there is a ghost path between

the iransmitter and the receiver, the digital reception simply

stops. Present day American HDTV receivers cannot cope

reflected path
to rooftop

screen, the Tl sei first processes the direct signal that has

travelled over the most direct route, then milliseconds later it

fro".rt"t the same information a second (and third) time from

ihe reflected, longer path. The effect with analogue is two or

more distinct images on the screen' A ghostly analogue signal

is someplace between 
"not perfect" and "not watchable"

depending upon the extent of the ghosting and the overall

sijnal leJel. Ghosts occur in two separate environments' ln

,."gion, nearby to the TV transmitter' with hundreds of

with a digital data stream that is corrupted by ghosts' 'S/hy?

There are many locations where the best
(cleanest, strongest) signal is actually on

a reflected path. Reflected paths are not

necessarily bad 'only when there are many

paths present at same location simultaneously
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Note that corrections do not eliminate ALL errors in transmission
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Unlike the analogue transmission, the digital receiver works
by using a built-in "error correction system" (FEC in the
satellite world). Even in our satellite patch, transmission errors
occur. The modern digital receiver locates the errors and
makes an on the fly decision how it will deal with the enor(s).
Forward Error Correction depends uion a constant flow of
digital bits - the so-called "bit stream." A "bit" or segment of
the stream that is missing can be "corrected" by some fancy
high speed calculations performed by the FEC system. And a
bit that is corrupted (present but seemingly not the correct bit
for that specific location in the data stream) can also be
corrected. Missing or wrong bits, determined by the Forward
Error Correction system in the receiver, are within the range of
expected "errors." Most erors occur at random times in widely
separated portions of the data stream and the FEC of the
receiver is not stressed with identi$ing, and correcting, these
random errors.

However, if there is a significant portion of the data stream
that is missing or corrupted, the FEC cannot cope with the
quantity of errors present. That is when - as we know from our
satellite TV experience - the irnage on the screen first goes into"tiles" or "blocks" and then disappears totally (leaving behind
the fabled "blue screen" or a receiver created message advising
the reception is no longer possible).

DVB-T (digital television broadcasting using terrestrial
delivery) has several technical forms. Two of these are widely
enough employed to be approaching world-class standard.

COFDM is one format. 8-VSB is another. COFDM now has
more than 600,000 terrestrial receivers functioning, virtually
all in the UK. 8-VSB has something fewer than 10,000
receivers operating, virtually all in the USA.
Differences - COFDM and 8-VSB

In theory, COFDM and 8-VSB are capable of delivering the
same digital television services. But digital is not
automatically HDTV (high definition) and in the UK, COFDM
has been specifically adapted to not provide HDTV. The
British don't see any reason to adopt a higher definition
("35mm-movie-like") image system. COFDM is presently in
use only to transmit SDTV (standard definition television).

Standard definition digital television (SDTV) has the same
technical quality (on screen image) as pAL analogue 625 line
television. Either 625 PAL or (625) SDTV digital can be
configured in wide screen (16:9 aspect ratio - l6 units wide for
9 units high).

HDTV can be configured as 4:3 aspect ratio (4 units of
width to 3 units of height, as you now have in your home),
16:9 or any number of other formats. "Wide screen" should
not be confused with either digital or high definition. The
aspect ratio of a transmission is set by the broadcaster based
upon the aspect ratio of the original material being broadcast.
Many originally-widescreen programs (such as theatre films

adapted for television) reduce the TV image to 4:3 by using a
technique known as "pan and scan" which projects the original
wide screen image onto a theatre like screen and the TV
camera literally swings left and right ("panning") selecting a
segment of the image to be telecast. A pan and scan
conversion of a widescreen movie essentially "edits" the film
for television's 4:3 screen.

It is important to understand - pan and scan, 16:9 displays
are not exclusive to either COFDM or g-VSB. Wide screen
displays are even available in analogue receivers - wide is not
the same as high(er) definition.
Terrestrial Multi-path

Digital data streams are simply a sequence of data bits
(instructions) arranged in chronological order. The first data to
be processed appears before the later data on the screen.
Therefore there is a "time sequence" to the data stream _ first
in, first out. If one particular segment or chunk of data is
comrpted (by noise, interference, improper receiver
processing), the forward error correction system attempts to
calculate what that piece should have been. It does this by
looking at the data immediately before and after the corrupted
part, as well as those appearing in the image segments
immediately above and below the comrpted part. There are
only two choices - digital has only two states (on and off, yes
or no). Even a wild guess has a 507o chance ofbeing correct.

Forward error correction (FEC) has a capacity limit. At FEC
ll2, each bit of data is sent two times (l bit sent two times :
l/2). ATFEC 7/8, for each 7 bits of data there are g bits sent.
FEC l/2 is 200% redundant (l bit sent twice : 200vo
transmission of the original data) while FEC llg is 112.5%o
redundant.

When the number of errors exceeds the FEC ability to
correct, reception simply stops. There is no in between state as
with ghost riddled, snowy analogue (not good but not so bad
as to be totally unusable).

Ghosts or multipath reception with DVB-T causes rwo or
more itientical data streams to be inside of the receiver at the
same time. It happens they are more or less the same in
content, but not in time. One arrives first, another arrives a few
milliseconds later (third and fourth arrive still later). Inside the
FEC circuit, the data streams collide. And the receiver is
hopelessly lost, unable to decide (l) which is the original, (2)
which is the best. Moreover, in most instances the two (or
more) same-streams delayed in time from one another have
differing errors. They may have begun at the transmitter as one
data stream, but at the receiver the multiple transmission paths
have created two (or more) now different (in error content)
streams. The DVB-T receiver, like satellite DVB receivers,
when confused by the content of the data stream simply shuts
down. And the problem gets worse when the source of the
reflection is moving.

GhOSt COTTUPtEd dAtA STTEAM: Y Y Y Y N N Y ? Y N Y Y Y Y Y Y ? ? N N N Y Y Y Y Y N N N N N ? Y Y Y Y N N N N ? Y Y Y Y Y
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Slightly delayed in time, a near duplicate data stream arrives at the receiver from a reflected signal path causing the
receiver to become confused - which data is the correct stream? Gan either stream be corrected???



COFDM around us critical set-top aerial tuning. After adjusting the rabbit ears for

Australia has elected coFDM at top government level. New best looking picture, walk away from the set while looking at

Zealand has a recommendation to use COFDM as well and the screen. Even the retreating human body, moving away

during December a channel allocation scheme was created (1) from the TV set, will be "seen" as undulations in the received

to allow the digital rv. image. with analogue reception, such multipath variations are

COFDM in Australia will be totally unlike COFDM used in annoying but not deadly' With digital, the effects are

any other country. First, it is to be HDTV and SDTV catastrophic.

simultaneously. Second, it will use a stereo audio technology 2) coFDM was believed to be the equal of 8-VSB for fringe

bonowed from the American g-vsB format called ACT-3 . area (outside of primary coverage region) reception- Not all of

coFDM in New zealand is not fully defined although the final testing is in on this factor yet - although Australia

HDTV is not in the plans pt this stage. It appears the New conducted more than a month of testing of coFDM versus

Zealandversion of DVB-T will be identical to that employed 8-VSB, the most extensive testing on a side-by-side basis is

in the UK. now approaching its first birthday in Baltimore, Maryland

iU.oaacattj regulatory agency (the FCC) allow CoFDM in

addition to 8-VSB' The Pentagon:

COFDM and 8-VSB multiPath ruSA)'

Before Australia selected COFDM for their "standard," 3) COFDM, unlike 8-VSB, can be repeated on the same

extensive testing was done with both this and 8-vSB in channel. A fill-in station receiving on channel 8 can be

sydney. coFDM was selected for HDTV broadcasting over rebroadcast on channel 8 with coFDM whereas with analogue

8-VSB because of a number of test results: (and 8-VSB) the input and output channels must be different -

l) COFDM tests were superior to 8-VSB when there was to prevent "feedback'"

multi-path present. Multipath (ghosting) does not have to come The Sinclair (Baltimore) tests have revealed the following:

from a stationa*our..^- ,u"i'u, a uuitaing. A home located 1) In areas where analogue TV reception is "passable"

where there is vehicular traffrc nearby will experience (perhaps ghostly, not perfect) using indoor (set-top) antennas,

moving-multipath - reflections from cars, trucks and even 8-vsB fails completely. However, coFDM works in slightly

airplanes.Thisisanespeciallytoughtypeofmultipathbecause more than half the locations where 8-vSB fails - but of

when the reflection surface 
-*ouir, 

the degree of multipath importance, not 100%.

varies as a function of the speed of the vehicle and the 2) In locations where 8-VSB does work on a set-top aerial,

direction of travel reference the static receiving and humans walking through the room, cars driving by in the street

transmitting locations. This creates something known as cause reception to stop' COFDM' in the same situation' may

',Doppler Jift" *hi"h means the actual transmitting frequency "sputter" but seldom totally stops'

of the reflected signal varies by up to several rruidred- hertz The failure of 8-vsB to work at locations where set-top

( p e r s e c o n d ) . a e r i a l s d o w o r k ( a l t h o u g h o f t e n w i t h i m p a i r e d p i c t u r e s ) f o r
Doppler shift multipath adds a new element to the confused analogue is a major ltTgn 

why 8-VSB is now being

FEC circuit - not only are there two (or more) separate signals reconsidered as a suitable DVB-T format for the USA' More

appearing at the same time (one or more slightiy detayJd in than 50% of the us television broadcasters have indicated

time from the first), but the strength o. amplitude tt tn. they are in favour of changing the DVB-T standard in the USA

Doppler reflected signal is varying aia high ,u* p"l. second' - they-would like to have the freedom to transmit either 8-VSB

because the reflection point is moving. or coFDM, their choice. present rures do not (contrary to a

A similar effect is created when indoor (rabbit ear, set-top) common misbeliefl absolutely prohibit COFDM' But' the

aerials are used for DVB-T reception. Viewers are most apt to various industry groups have backed 8-VSB and not COFDM

use an indoor antenna in a strong signal area (close to the and,asaresulttheonlyDVB-Treceiversofferedare 8-vSB'

transmitter). It is close to the lransmitter thi multipath There is more to the 8-vsB failure than mere inconvenience'

reflections are most severe - simply because there is so much TV is now installed in 98% of all homes in developed

signal it bounces from virtually any solid surface. Indoor countries. Although we first think about TV as a "stationary"

antennas are at best modified dipoles with almost no system, in fact it is the portability that has largely escaped

,,directivity.', An indoor aerial has a very diffrcult time recognition. Analogue TV works because it does not require

,,peaking,, on a signal "orning only from one dire"tion (the TV "periect" reception to display an image' Pocket-sized minisets

transmitter) and is very susceptible to reflected signals to portables that move easily and without effort room to room

bouncing offofnearby oUjr.,t. Itioes not take a steel plite to make TV "coverage" universal'

create a reflector - even a wooden wall or door inside the home what about digital reception that does not work with rabbit

acts as a reflection surface. The precise placement of the ear antennas? Many US telecasters believe the public service

set-top aerial can be seen even with inalogue reception - stand role - being the conscience and reflector of their respective

by the TV set and select the channel *hi"h t u, the most communities - will suffer when people lose the ability to

tune-in without special equipment'

1/ Finding 
"room" in an already crowded TV of pushing the on button to tune us in, I believe we wil l hwe

spectrum for new channel space has been a major nit o, lmportant element in TV broadcasting" notes the

sub-set problem. Most of the new DVB-T channel president of Sinclair Broadcasting, one of the major

s p a c e i n t h e U S A h a s b e e n i n t h e U H F b a n d ; p r o p o n e n t s o f C o F D M i n N o r t h A m e r i c a .
virtually all of the Australian DVB-T channels are in Broadcasters losing coverage or homes reached is a

band lll (VHF). ln New Zealand and the UK, all self-interest matter. But not to the US Department of Defense

DVB-T is in the UHF (bands lV and V) region. (the Pentagon). They have come out requesting that the US
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"TV transmission is the pr imary method of reaching

the ci t izenry in t imes of natural  or nat ional disaster

with advice or emergency instruct ions'  l f  8-VSB

works poorly to indoor set- top antennas, i f  c i t izens

must have 30 foot masts with complicated aerials to

receive these instructions, the benefits of TV as a

medium of quick, al l -encompasing nat ional instruct ion

is lost.  The very people who need the information the

most wi l l  be those in areas where the masts are

laying on the ground and the antennas destroyed'"

Is COFDM the answer?
ff i 'pointtheprimaryevidenceSuggeStSstronglythat
8-VSB, which is not the planned format for the Pacific or Asia

at this stage, is decidedly inferior to COFDM' lt would be

dangerous to assume from this that COFDM is' therefore'

more akin to analogue. It is not.

The reality is simply this. DVB-T comes with a built- in Pioneer lnternet TV provider' icraveTV'com' has 17

limitation. Analogue has always had ',head .oo.,,, that range different TV stations / networks available 24 hours

of reception befween blemish free and totally unwatchable daily from Toronto' Ontario base camp'

w h e r e v a r i o u s t r i c k s w i t h ( l a r g e r ) a n t e n n a S , m a s t h e a d �
amplifiers and more sensitive receivers are employed. or, closer-to what we call broadcast television each month' Those

artematery, viewers accept less than bremish free reception and who berieve that "digitar compression technology" will

grow accustomed to watching pictures marred with improve over time to allow "full motion' broadcast quality

interference, ghosts and snow. For all intents and purposes, television through telephone lines" are most likely correct with

there is no ,u-"h head room with digital' Yes, larger antennas their forecasts'

and perhaps masthead amplifiers wr, srightry"enlarge the The limiting factor is the transport bandwidth of the

coverage region but people living behind hills., blocked fro* u interconnected telephone services that link a PC with a distant

,,clean shot,, to the TV transmitter, prevented for aesthetic or web site' The goal using current digital compression

other reasons from installing a sensitive ,ootop aerial will technology is in thi region of 400 to 700 kbps (kilobits per

s i m p l y f i n d d i g i t a l u n w o r k a b l e . W h e t h e r i t b e C o F D M o r s e c o n d ) - . i f y o u c o u l d . c r e a t e a l i n k t h a t m a i n t a i n e d a
'_VSB. 

wurraure' vv rtw'rvr '�! ! 
fiansmission 

uspeed" of at least 400 kbps from your PC to the

Most adversely affected will be those who presently view web site, you'dhave full motion' broadcast TY right now'

their analogue reception using indoor aerials. There is a As' compression technology matures, the 400 kbps

dramatic difference in having an extra ghost head on the actor requirement will become smaller and smaller, perhaps even

on screen when you get up from the couch to walk to the approaching the 56 kbps technology of today's current home

kitchen - that is infinitely better than having the reception pc modem's (the modem is the computer portion connecting

totally freeze for as long as it takes to leave tie living room. the PC to the telephone service)' There are other ways to get

,,ouit moving around-_'rlm trying to watch terevisioi!,,may 400 kbps service. IHU^G.satellite delivered technology, for

b e c o m e a p a s s w o r d f o r d i g i t a l r e c e p t i o n i n m a n y h o m e s . e x a m p l e , c l a i m s a 4 0 0 k b p s d o w n l i n k s p e e d . C a b l e T V
Meanwhile - the replacem-ent for teievision . . 

subscribers with l0 Mbps cable modem set-top boxes are

Broadcast television will be 50 years old in Australia in obviously well past the 4o0 kbps benchmark'

2006; 2010 in New zearand. rn the uK, ttre iottr year was "icraveTv.com" isapioneerrnternetTVbroadcaster; lTTV

lgg6 and in the USA, lgg1. The TV we have today is an channers covering the futt range of uS and canadian network

improved but hardly r*olurionury adaptation of 56 years services prus non-network stations from a facility in Toronto'

prior. 

r€vururruucrJ. ":t'*- 
ln a s6 k'bps modem, aboutthe best you can expect is 3 frames

For most reading this, television has been a routine part of p., ,r"ond - a bit like watching a VHS video in the automatic

our lives for virtually all of our lives. Almost nothing lasts u fru,n. advance mode. The audio, on the other hand' typically is

lifetime, especially in the technology field' eal time'

For more than 50 years, the premise of television has been There are rwo inhibiting factors presently preventing Internet

through_the_air-broadcasting supported by advertising 
'or 

TV from blowing terrestrial rv offthe landscape' Number one

pubric purse or a combinaion of both. The delive*yrt.. is t anrmisrron sieea - bandwidth in the TV business' Even if

from day one has been the ,,public airwaves" and accesi with you happen to !1y- - lightt 
speed Intemet connection

limited exception has been universal provided the viewer capauffilsuch as ISDN t21 kbps), chances are you won't do

purchases his or her own receiving equipment. much be,uer than someone equipped with a 56 kbps modem'

As most are aware, it is now possible to deliver a form of why? Two reasons - one is that while 128 \s 229Yo faster than

television through tnternet - the wire tin. t"t"pnone connection 56, thi; is still but 32oh of the required 400 minimum' Second

which a*ows a home pc equipped with a modem to access ,.uron-- the entire rink from icraveTV.com to you must be

,'web sites,, half a world distant. No, it is not yet "broadcast capable of the minimum transmission speed (bandwidth)' Any

quality,, terevision, at least not through a staniard telephone portion of the link, whether it is in Toronto or down your street

connection. But _ and this is importqnt - itcomes crosir and ttor. io home, must be 400 kbps capable' And at all links in

between the two Points'



icraveTV.com includes complete schedule for al l
channels, after "registering" (use 604 for area code

number required),  and loading RealVideo (G2)
software to process service (directions for free

download, update on si te),  you cl ick on channel you
wish to view. One caution - icraveTV is one day"behind" Pacif ic/Asia and current ly 17 hours from

New Zealand, 15 from Sydney.

icraveTV.com immediately drew very angry antagonists
when going "on the air" late in November. The US networks
said their copyright was being violated; the American NFL
professional football league had a similar response and threats
of lawsuits flew in a dozen directions.

This is the first attempt to distribute a wide selection of
television programming using Internet. And these are early
days, not simply because the technology to support real speed,
broadcast quality television is still developing. There are (no
surprise here) "legal questions" concerning the use of the
broadcast television channel material on the icraveTV.com
site. Note that all of the channels are "broadcast" (FTA,
through the air) services - no pay-TV. We'll leave a discussion
of the copyright questions until a later time - but note that in
the process of converting the FTA ofFair channels to their
Web site, icraveTV does technically alter the broadcaster's
content by surrounding it with new advertising which supports
their Web site.
Any TV station - anywhere. via Internet

Placing a TV broadcast service on Internet is not a new
concept; several dozen TV services (including TV One in New
Zealand) have done so in the past. So too have created-for-
Internet video services been supplied. The process is called
"sheaming video" which translates to - in the absence of at
least 400 kbps transmission speed (bandwidth) between the
originator and the viewer - the video "streams" (flows) in an
erratic manner. The start and stop ("slide show " format) is an
artefact of the less than adequate bandwidth. With each
improvement in compression technology, and improved
software to process the video (such as the RealVideo G2
software), the slide show "speeds up."

Because the entire circuit from originator to your pC has to
be capable of at least 400 kbps transmission speed, logging
onto an icraveTV type of service with flawless broadcast video
has to start at the viewer's location and work backwards. Step

one - have a modem or link connection good for at least that
speed. (2) There are two possible choices: (l) Connect to
Internet through a higher speed satellite connection (IHUG,
Telstra Big Pond) or (2) if you have access to a cable TV
system offering a cable-modem box connection, use it. An
example of what you might find is shown below (2).

The next step is to find a way to route your icraveTV (or
similar) connection through as few satellite links, or as much
fibre optic cable, as possible between you and the server site.
The further you are located from a major centre where gigabits
of intemational Intemet capacity are available, the less likely
you are to have a high speed transmission. The path from
Toronto to the Pacific is long, and if at any point along the
way the transmission speed is throttled down because of a lack
of network transmission bandwidth capacity, the system will
drop back to a slide show presentation, even if you have 400
kbps capability. This is the age old srory of a chain only being
as good as the weakest link.

Satellite link operators routinely "manage" their throughput
(bandwidth capacity) to accommodate the maximum number
of customers simultaneously. If you are "hogging" 400 kbps of
icraveTV video to your home, the same raw network capacity
could be supplying 7 others simultaneously with each using 56
kbps. Between that 400 kbps ideal and 56 kbps is a range of
speeds which the network can under software direction deliver
to you (see 2 below). A satellite transponder has the capacity
to deliver around 56 megabytes per second (mbps) - that's
1,000 users with 56 kbps assigned to each. Fibre optic
(undersea and across land) cable networks are no different. But
times are changing, rapidly.

We don't hear much about the expansion of fibre optic cable
networks but in fact they are growing even faster in capacity
than satellites. Internet2 is a university supported fibre optic
network now functional in North America offering connect
speeds of up to 1.36 mbps (24 times faster than 56 kbps).
CA*Net3 is a Canadian Government fibre optic initiative
offering transmission speeds 60 times faster than Internet2l
One of the early sites on CA*Net3 is the Canadian Film Board
which offers any of 700 library movies on request from DVD.

It was only in 1956 the frst transatlantic telephone cable
went into operation; 100 repeater stations under the sea, 1600
tubes (that had to be replaced periodically), and a capacity of
5l telephone calls. In 2000, we have dozens of transatlantic
cables and two of these (with 2.5 terabit capaclty) can carry
the equivalent of 500,000 TV programme channels eachl The
Pacific?

New 80 Gigabit fibresphere (as they are called in the trade)
links are going in all around us; North America to Japan, a
"loop" that comes south towards Australia and eventually
New Zealand. Commerce and trade, even consumer
entertainment, will increasingly move on fibresphere cables.
Countries with a connection will be "modern" and those that
do not will become a new category of technology isolated
communities.

2l Ron Theaker, Manager for iHUG Digital TV
(E-mai l  ron@ihug.co.nz) in Auckland, NZ reports,  " l

tried it with no real problems (after telling it I was in
Canada) and watched several streams at 80 kbps
and 1 16 kbps. Not bad really but not TV quality.
And yes, you do need RealPlayer 3 with plug ins."
Also, see p. t here further comments.



Even an 80 gbps undersea cable is a giant when compared to

the relatively limited 56 mbps capacity of a satellite

transponder. One 80 gbps cable is the equivalent of 1,428

satellite transponders , one 2.5 tbps fibresphere is - well, it is a

very big number (remember the 500,000 real time broadcast

TV channel capacity - with 12 TV programme channels per

transponder, it would take 41,667 satellite transponders to do

the work of one 2.5 tbps fibresphere cable!).

Meanwhile - back at DVB-T
If this suggests a backdoor entry from the fibre optic

investors, seriously challenging satellite in the future, you are

partially right. Where satellite now links Los Angeles to
-sydney 

(a route where fibresphere will shortly be available), it

will be far cheaper and far less trouble for programmers such

as Foxtel to bring in their stateside originated feeds on cable'

Those ABC/CBS/Fox,NBC feeds now routinely sent to

Sydney will go to cable. But for a decade or more into the new

millennium, fibre will not reach every place where TV links

need to go. Fiji, PNG, and your house - for example'

Telephone companies now routinely carry fibre of some

capacify to neighbourhood "substations". Where cable TV

exists, it is technically possible to "jump" out of the fibre onto

coax to make the last kilometre run to individual homes (where

cable modems can be used to gain l0 mbps delivery speeds to

your home PC). Where it does not exist, telephone firms such

as Bell Atlantic and AT&T are experimenting with short-haul

28 and 40 GHz microwave links to cover "the last kilometre'"

And more recently, moderately high power infrared "beams"

that are modulated with telephone and data signals' All of this

is necessary because old copper wire twisted pair drop lines

running from the substation to your home (and PC) are

bandwidth limited; so badly so that the telcos must either

replace them with fibre (or coax)' or go over the top with

microwave radio or infrared.
This is of course the "satellite advantage'" A C or Ku band

satellite signal is the ultimate method of "going over the top"

and bypassing the bandwidth restricted copper phone lines'

But what about DVB-T?
There is no evidence at this time that suggests the transition

fromanalogueTVtodigitalTVthroughterrestrialtransmitters
is going to be easy. In fact, even using COFDM there are

serious problems which are very worrying'
It comes down to this. While most engineers recognised that

forward error correction established a new "threshold of

reception" for DVB-T, very few understood what might

happen when VHF and UHF signals transmitt€d through the

aii iook more than one (direct) path from the (TV) transmitter

to the receiver. The United States, in adopting the 8-VSB

standard for DVB-T, committed a serious error when they

neglected to properly test 8-VSB in mefopolitan regions with

inJoor or simpliitic outdoor aerials. The COFDM camp made

and equally ierious mistake by not properly measuring the

degradation effects where combustion engines and electrical

equipment operates (such as elevators, water pumpt' oll,t1

devices that create sparking interference in the VHF and UHF

range). COFDM also works on average around 50% of the

time with an indoor antenna - it, like 8-VSB, virtually demands

an outdoor antenna' Here's another eye opener - when two or

more different DVB-T transmitters share a cornmon antenna

transmitting site, even those using an outdoor rooftop antenna

have discovered the antenna must be reoriented 20-25 degrees

when changing channels. And if the 7, 9 and l0 (Australian

example) networks operate from different DVB-T transmission

sites, based upon present experience each home will either

require a separate antenna for each station, or, a motor-driven
(antenna rotor) to repoint the outdoor aerial each time a station

change takes place. That will certainly slow down channel

surfing!
"They will fix these problems with better receivers" is a

hopeful i'esponse. The first generation 8-VSB receivers were

blamed for the reception problems in the USA' Then along

came generation two, and during December an entirely new

family of "hot off the press" digital decoders from the likes of

Motorola - promising to fix the problems. In an extensive

report posted on Internet late in December, a frank admission

from Motorola that even their latest decoder chips failed to

correct the problems.
Meanwhile, politicians are pretending there are no technical

problems with DVB-T, proudly patting themselves on the back

for being the instigators of a "digital TV transition program"

for their respective countries. Australia now says it will

activate DVB-T in 2001 in major cities, and they expect

existing analogue TV to turn off (shut down completely) by

2008.
DVB-T could well end up being the millstone around the

neck of terrestrial television that kills the industry. Not dead,

you understand - but so severely wounds its progress that

while DVB-T flounders with a myriad of technical and pricing

problems, satellite TV and yes even Internet become serious

competitors.
Political pressures have created "rules" for DVB-T which

border on the heretical' In Australia, for example, terrestrial

broadcasters have no option - they must do DVB-T by a

certain date. Then they must transmit not only COFDM HDTV

but COFDM SDTV simultaneously, to please the politicians

who finally realised that not every TV viewer was going to be

able to afford a HDTV receiver.
Remember that SDTV is PAL 625 line quality - no

improvement in image definition (and depending upon how the

UnfV and SDTV is partitioned inside of the 7 MHz channel,

it could easily be lower definition than analogue)' But SDTV

will have ACT-3 stereo? Perhaps. Provided the original

material was available in stereo (most is not - less than 10%)

and provided the ACT-3 can be crammed into the 7 MHz

bandwidth along with HDTV.
Cannot viewers opt for a digital set-top converter for a

fraction of the cost of SDTV or HDTV receivers? Yes, but'

But - the set-top digital box processes the digital signal and

tit* tit. the satellite IRD hands it back to the analogue TV set

as an analogue signal. There are no benefits to DVB-T that

ends up being watched on an old analogue TV set' And if the

viewing location has less than perfect, ghost-free' interference-

free an-alogue when the digital set-top box is installed - well,

imperfect analogue is heaps better than a blue screen or set-top

advisory offering excuses for why there is no TV reception'

Old Chinese Proverb:"May you l ive in interest ing t imes'"

New CooPer Proverb:
"We all know who invented the telephone, the

geostationary satellite system, the electric light' You

will notice nobody is currently taking credit for

invent ing DVB-T. Perhaps the creator is ashamed of

the wav i t  works?"



After 14 years
of providing and
installing dishes

from 1.8m to 13m
throughout the

Pacific -

A total operating established business with an enviahle track record. Conplete- alltools, a sizeahle
inventory of (Andrew Patriot, n.S.l., Scientific Atlanta and other) antennas up to 6.5M in size, trailer

nnunted antennas equipped for demo or downlinking cnntract fulfilnent, digitaland analogue receiyers,
LNBs, feeds' first class (Anerican) Chevy work vehicle, and work in prncess (real estate optionalwith

on-site pads for dishes up to | 3n in size!).

INCIUDE$: Dishes up to 6.5 metres in size on operating rental agreements at well established, 4-A
rated, client facilities. Ongoing commercial business with clients such as AAPT, BT, Prime TV, Sky NZ
and many more. Spectrum analysers, full tool and field construction equipment - everything we have
needed to go virtually anyplace in the Pacific to install antennas up to l3m in size.

FLEXIBLE purchase arrangements. Your option one: Purchase business and inventory, move to your
own location. Your option two: Purchase business and Whangaparaoa (north of Auckland) property (with dishes,
pads for dishes to l3m in place, microwave linking pennits to Auckland in hand). Your option three (at seller's
discretion): Purchase segments less property, company (Chevy) work vehicle.

What we do: Pacific Antennas limited is the leading sateltite dish rebuilder in the Pacific. We purchase,
refurbish, resell and install as required professional grade transmit and receive sateltite antenna systems featuring

some 0f the most creative mounting and tracking systems 0n the planet. This is a hands-on business with a
dedicated professional staff available for new management and enthusiasm.

Pricing: All up - NZ$33O,OOO *
Serious enquiries only - the present owner does not have

timefor dish thumpers who get in the way of his fishing!
* - includes rental contracts, all equipment



Digital cell fones creating TI?

TERRESTRIAL INTERFERENCE
is MAJOR NEW PROBLEM in AUSTRALIA

Something new, for the Pacific, is creating interference for

C-band satellite reception. Melbourne and the region around it

has been especially hard hit, Adelaide is another area of

significant "TI.u TI stands for Tenestrial Interference - signals

originating at earth located transmitters, getting into C-band

satellite systems and creating so much interference that

satellite consumers are asking their installers to 'fx it or take it

out."
The interference shows up as intermittent black outs of

reception - as close together as tlvo second bursts, as far apart

as several minutes. The interference "hits," the reception stops

and the screen goes black or blue (typically on the European

Bouquet from AsiaSat 2 but certainly not limited to this

service) and then pops back as ifnothing tonid had occurred'

Welcome to the world of TI.

TI stems from close proximity transmitters which radiate

signals that appear inside of the satellite processing

electronics. ln North America, the 3.7 to 4.2 GHz (C-band)

satellite service frequency assignment is actually "shared"

between the satellite to earth and point to point microwave

links built by AT&T starting in 1947.In this situation, signals

radiated by the microwave towers are actually in the same (C)

frequency band as the satellite signals. And if the satellite

,r""iu. site is within a few miles of the microwave tower, and

in line with its highly directional horn (parabolic type)

antenna, point to point signals are many thousands of times

stronger than the weak satellite signals. ln the worst situations,

C-band TI wipes out a complete satellite band or at the very

least one polarisatioh of a satellite (see SPACE Pacific Report

TV show 9901 which covers this in some detail)'

The much stronger TI source signals simply overload the

LNB(F) - they are so much stronger than the satellite signals

that they "swamp" the amplifier circuits with signal, essentially

turning off the amplifiers. No amplification, no C-band to

L-band conversion of the satellite signals. c-band terrestrial

microwave is not limited to North America, but it is much less

conmon elsewhere in the world. We can be pleased AT&T

never got into "exporting" this particular technology'

The recently arrived Australian problem stems from another

source. Remember our LNB is a two part device - it amplifies

the C-band satellite frequency range, then with a local

oscillator (LO) down converts (frequency shifts) the C-band

signals to an "IF" (intermediate frequency) range; typically
q50 NaHz to 1,450 MHz (.950 to 1.45 GHz). LNBs do this to

make it possible for low-cost, smaller coaxial cable to

transport tLe microwave frequency band C-band (or Ku band)

signals from the antenna to the satellite receiver (IRD) with

leis loss. Common RG-6 family cable has losses approaching

dB pq foot of cable at 4 GHz, but only a fraction of this at

t.+fCHz. Before there were LNBs with L-band IFs, all

satellite installations used large (7/8s inch was common)

coaxial cables to link the LNA (low noise amplifier) located at

the feed of the dish to the satellite receiver (indoors)' You can

Tradit ional Tl  -  3.5 -  4.5 GHz terrestr ial  s ignal
"bleeds" into C-band dish feed from nearby point

to point microwave l ink in same frequency band.

Cel l  phone Tl is at  L-band ( in 950 - 1,450 MHz)

region, goes directly into system after output of
LNB/LNBF within L-band region.

IRD inPut at L-band

L-band Tl signals are most likely to leak into

system after LNB(F) through coaxial cable, cable

fittings, or even directly into IRD input circuits'

3.5 - 4.5 GHz radiated energy

800-1,000 MHz radiated energy

G-band to L-band LNB(F)

be glad technology changed this way of doing things - 7/8s

cabie was not only expensive' but "semi-rigid" and virnrally

impossible to handle in confined areas. And the connectors

went on with blow torches and pipe wrenches! So in the

modern satellite world, we have two frequency bands which

!



STEP ONE : Power LNB(F)
from receiver location, use
spectrum analyser to check
for interfering signals
(typically 800-{000 MHz)

STEP TWO: Disconnect
LNB(F) from downline,
turn-off spectrum analyser
powerto LNB, check same
frequency range for signals

STEP THREE: Connect
spectrum analyser to IRD
with LNB powering OFF on
both; check for interfering
signals in same range

;
I

are susceptible to "TI"; the original satellite downlink
fiequency band (C or Ku) and the L-band IF range. Most of
the Australian interference reported appears to be the result of
L-band ingress at this stage.
What happens to the system

Satellite signals required to drive the receiver to proper
operation are - by terrestrial standards - very weak. A LNB
with 60+ dB of gain raises those signal levels by
approximately 1,000 times. What results arriving at the
receiver is still, by terrestrial standards, very weak. A 900
MHz cell phone transmitter is stronger to the tiny whip
antenna at a distance of 2 km than the satellite signals coming
out of a 3m dish in a 35 dBw footprint by a factor of 100
times. In other words, when a very strong cell phone (base)
transmitter operates in close proximity to a C-band dish trying
to create enough signal to make AsiaSat 2 play in eastern
Australia, the relatively wide band amplification electronics of
the satellite receiving system does,not have a chance. Yes -
the L-band electronics is supposed to be functional only from
950 to 1450 MHz but in fact the gain of the IF system (in both
the LNB and the IRD itselfl at 900 MHz or even 850 MHz is
still in the range of 35 to 40 dB.

The satellite system simply overloads - collapses because of
the presence of the very strong cell phone signal. When the
amplifiers in the C-band system collapse, the screen goes dark
(or blue) and everything stops, briefly.

First - determine the frequency of the interference. There are
three steps to do this, and in the process you will also learn
where the interference is entering the system. In the diagrams
above, we see the interference entering the system through the
LNB(F). By disconnecting the IRD and connecting a suitable
spectrum analyser at the indoor end of the downline, you can
repower the LNB and watch for signs of interfering signals.

Here are some clues:
1) Ifthe C-band TV signals on are constant on the analyser

while the IRD is collapsing from the interference, the problem
is happening inside of the IRD. You can determine this by

installing a 2-way splitter at the IRD and monitoring both the
analyser and the TV picture simultaneously.

2) If the signals on the analyser rise up on the screen and
then collapse simultaneous to the picture quitting on the TV
receiver, the problem is most probably at C-band or near
C-band - perhaps a new airport radar. If the time sequence
between "hits" is regular (every l0 seconds for example), you
can almost imagine a radar antenna sweeping around a 360
degree circle and pointing at your dish (and overloading the
LNB with radar emissions) once every ten seconds. A C-band
region airport radar operating anyplace above 1.5 GHz up to 6
GHz can destroy a LNB's operation at distances as great as l0
miles.

3) If the interfering signal shows up as a spike (strong signal)
in the low IF end of the IRD (from 950 MHz down to perhaps
800 MHz), the problem is mosr likely from a cell phone
transmitter site. They operate +/- 900 MHz, and the timing
sequence (once every X or XX seconds) is the "polling

transmitter" asking all phones in range to identify themselves.
In step two above, we disconnect the RG6 downline from the

LNB, tum off the LNB powering at the spectrum analyser, and
watch to see if the signal sti l l  shows up. If i t does, the coaxial
downline is your "antenna" - the solution is better shielded
coaxial cable, bury the cable underground, check the quality
and fit of the F fitting at the LNB end. If the interference only
happens when the downline is connected to the LNB(f), the
problem cell phone interference is being picked up (and
probably amplified) inside of the LNB. First try a torally
different brand and model, then try a temporary shield of
aluminium foil tightly wrapped around the LNB housing and F
connector at the rear (watch out for plastic cased LNBs!).

In step three above, the IRD is connected to the spectrum
analyser. This measures whether the interfering energy is
getting directly into the IRD. If the IRD has an input and an
output, turn off LNB powering on the IRD, terminate the input
side with a 75 ohm resistor and connect the output (thru-put) F
connector on the IRD to the spectrum analyser (no power of

Field Report
"With the increase in mobile telephone towers everywhere and also new microwave tinks, I am having

problems with two of my customers. One has been in for two weeks, another 14 months and both were
interference free until this began. One customer cannot watch As2 white the other wiil perhaps be a rip out

because theY have interterence on all satellites and all channels! lt does not matter where you point the dish,
and I have tried 3 different LNBs and 3 different digital receivers. Also changed the RG6 from tri-shietd to

quad shield with very little difference. Only one street away, another installer has the same problem and he
may have to rip it out as well. The interference is a split second freeze of picture and a short loss of sound,

occurs 24 hours a day and at varying intervals between 2 and 4O seconds. No visibte bad signats on the
spectrum, and typical C/Ns of 1 I to | 3 dB or better. n

Tony Drexel, Free To Air Satellite, South Australia

>  p .  18
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HERE lT 13 the ON E rnu you need for your FTA customers

There are no negatives about the SRT 4600 that we would
wring out in a month of testing. No glitches, no "turn it off for
a reset," no annoying software routine miscues. Equally at
home on C or Ku, any format video, PowerVu or 'rreal" DVB

as long as the service is FTA

The gTRON G 1KT 46OO-tn, ONE rnn
that is consumet and installer friendly!

,\
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easy to install

www.satech.com.au or email to us at satellite@satech.com.au

DISHES
SATECH your no.1 paracllpse distrlbutor
for the complete paracllpso range

Paraclipse Dishes
- exceptional strength and
wind resistance

- accurate reception

Ring us lor the lastest products from Strong Technologies
- Dishs 65 cm, 90 cm and 2 - 3 m
. LNB's
- Digital Receiver

All products available through the following SATECH distributors:
-Satech (Victorial Tel: (03) 9553 3399

-South satellite (South Australial Tel: (08) 8377 0955
-Network Satellite Services (NSW) Tel: (O2) 9687 9903

- Norsat (Western Australia! Tel: (081 9451 83OO
-Mathews Electronic Service Services (New Zealand) Tel: (O9) 534 5130, outside Auckland

oaoo-777 376
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CABLES
Timas Fibre & ComscoPe

huge range of

- duel
- quad
- flooded

RG6 & RG11

- messengered

also 5 core tracking
system cable
( available by r€€l or p€r meter )

slt0llltt comnunlcrtlot lcchnolocl Pu. urL

SATECH Distributors for the full
range of cALAMP

- CALAMP C band 25k voltage switching LNBF
- CALAMP KU band 1db prime focus voltage

switching LNBF
- CALAMP KU band 1 db otf-set voltage switching

LNBF
- CALAMP C band digi-ready phase locked loop

25K LNB
- CALAMP C band mini-mag 17k LNB
- CALAMP C band mini-mag digi extended 20k

LNB
- CALAMP KU bANd 0.8 db LNB
- CALAMP KU band 1db high stability LNB
- CALAMP C band elctended professional ll low

phase 20k
- CALAMP MMDS integrated antenna

aleo avallable cyclone 2.3m mesh dish

cost effective

fnlrnro Rfirnrn
\Y, u U \lJ Cl-/ \5 \"/ l_j2

- receivers
- dishes
- cables
- fly leads
- wallplates
- feedhorns
- Lnbs
- tools
- tape
- poles
- decktite

Shop

SATECH
Distrlbutors

for the
full range of

PARACLIPSE



Tl -  cont inued from p. 15

course on the LNB input either). And look for signs of
interfering energy in the 800-950 MHz region.

lfthe IRD is the "antenna" picking up the interfering energy
directly, the solution is to wrap it carefully in copper or
galvanised (not plastic) window screening as a test to see if by
shielding the IRD the interference is eliminated or reduced.
Interference gettine in throueh the LNB

LNB(|s are relatively broad band - their "gain product"
extends well below 2 GHz in most cases, up to 5 GHz as well.
A signal, to "overload" (swamp with too much signal), does
not have to fall inside of the 3.7 (3.4) to 4.2 GHz range. All
LNBs have a maximum rated output - this is the arithmetic
sum of all of the input signals applied times the gain of the
device at the operating frequency of the signal. A 1 microvolt
signal at the input at 4 GHz becomes 1,000 microvolts at the
end of the amplifier chain with 60 dB of gain. Or, a 1,000
microvolt signal at 2 or 5 GHz becomes 10,000 microvolts
after 20 dB of gain. An LNB can easily exhibit 20 dB of gain

at either 2 or 5 GHz and in fact, an LNB rated to handle 1,000
microvolts maximum simply "folds up and quits" when a 1,000
microvolt signal grows to 10,000 microvolts after LNB
amplification.

It is possible to install a "filter" device (tuned to trap out or
reduce the signal level of the interfering carrier) between the

C-band feed and the LNB throat - but there are penalties

because the C-band signal is reduced in the process (turning a

2.4m dish into a l.6m dish or worse). If the LNB is found to

be the ingress point (where the interference is getting into the

system), the best solution typically is to look for some way to

shield the dish/LNB feed from the direct path of the terrestrial

microwave signal(s). Getting it behind a building, erecting a

fine rnesh screen to block the interference from getting to the

dish is one approach.
If the TI is getting into the system between the LNB(f)

output and the input to the IRD (identified by disconnecting

the downline fiom the LNB and still finding interference

present), the downline is an "antenna." Use a better shielded

downline - quad shielded RG6, even dual-quad shielded cable.

And get it below ground (out of the interference field) as

quickly as possible at the dish and keep it below ground until

you approach the indoor IRD. Microwaves don't travel through

earth very effectively. An external filter, installed indoors just

ahead of the IRD, will also fix this situation most of the time
( l ) .

If the TI is getting into the system at the IRD proper,

indicated by the interference being present when you connect

the IRD alone to the spectrum analyser inside the home, the

IRD is ptaying "antenna." Most customers won't accept an IR.D

wrapped in a blanket of copper screening but that is how you

start with a fix - the screening provides shielding that the IRD
case should have done.
Some tips

Ku band systems that utilise the same 950 - 1450 MHz lFs
can be a quick test system. Even a small dish with appropriate
Ku-band LNB can be set up along side the C-band system and
a monitor attached to see if the interference hits both C and Ku
reception systems at the same time. If it does - this means the
interference is getting in through the IF (L-band) frequency
range which is common to the side by side C and Ku band
systems. That eliminates wondering whether the C-band LNB
is the culprit. The Ku band LNB(| is so far removed in
frequency from the 4 GHz C-band range that any common
interference almost has to be at their common IF.

The timing between the interference "hits" can be a valuable
clue. If you suspect airport radar, note how long the hits are
apan, call the nearby airport control tower and ask if their
radar sweep rate (complete circle of rotation) is
"approximately X-XX seconds" at this time. If you suspect it is
cell phone, note the time sequencing and contact their
technical transmitter staffto ask if "X second repetition rates"
means anything to them.

Interference that only occurs at certain times ofthe day (such

as during business hours) could be a point to point terrestrial
microwave link that gets "busy" only during office hours on
weekdays. Any variation in timing is a clue - finding what it is
a clue to - is the challenge!

Terrestrial 3.7 to 4.2 GHz microwave carrying video does
exist in Australia - at least two readers in the past year have
reported intercepting point to point links carrying commercial
network and ABC feeds. However, such links should not
exhibit a "rep rate" as described by Tony Drexel (p. 15, here) -

a unique characteristics of radar and some forms of cell
telephone sites. One reader reported perfect satellite-like
reception on a set ofterresffial video (+ audio) feeds he found
interfering with reception at his location.

Filters are a partial answer only (see 1, below). If the LNB is
getting zapped by a powerful nearby transmitter, the best
solution will be shielding of the antenna and/or the feed of the

antenna. Remember - if the dish points NW, the feed points SE

back through the dish. No, the dish surface (whether solid or
mesh) will not act as a total shield for tenestrial signals

coming to the dish from the SE. If the system is only bothered

by interference when pointing at one or two satellites, the odds

are shielding (a cage) built around the feed structure will solve
the problem. If the interference is coming over the top of or

along an edge ofthe dish, shielding attached to the dish as an

appendage will often help, destroying the microwave path to
your feed. When you solve a TI problem, send us the details to

pass on to others here!

l/ Filter source: David Dann, Communications & Energy

corp., tel ++ | -3 1 5 -452-0709, fax ++ | -3 1 5 -452-07 32.

interference angle



TURN YOUR FIXED ANALOG
M ULTI-sA TELLTTE sYsTEM

OR DIGITAL sYsTEM INTO A
WITH THESE ACCESSORTES:

Sinele Axis Positioner
Update your fixed satellite
lystem wlth thls positioner,

Cat# M1000 $199

18 inch Actuator
Special price $260.

Order M1000 and Ml5l0
together and pay only $400

SAVE $60!

Cat# M1510

24 inch Actuator
Special price $280.

Order M1000 and MI540
together and pay only $420

SAVE $60!

Cat# M1540

0/12v Coaxial Relay
Automatically switch between 2 Cband

dishes or a C and K band dish. Suits IRDs
with 0/12V RCA outlet. $49

Cat# P1700

Manual Coax Switch
Manually switch between 2 dishes and one

receiver. This switch carries DC to the LNB
and is rated to 2000MH2. $39

Cat # 32000

Dual Band Combiner
Mix the outputs of 2 LNBs at the dish and
feed one cable. Saves the extra cable run
and drilling through walls etc. Use a
standard IF splitter like our X1550 to feed
2 receivers inside. $39

Cat # X1750

4 Wav A/V Sienal Switcher
Too many remotes in your house? Use this

intelligent switcher to prioritize A/V
sources. Input I has priority.

If source to Input I is ofl Input 2 assumes
priority. Detects and switches the active

input to 2parallel outputs. $99
Cat# T1951

Satmaster Lite for Windows 95/98
Use this 2 disk software to give pointing
co-ords for all visible satellites from your

location, calculate downJink budgets
for digital and analog signals, make solar
outage predictions show rain attenuation
etc etc. Has huge multicountry database.

$199
Cat# S I  l0 l

Logsat Professional
CD ROM software shows visual display of

multiple satellites to allow prediction of
exact location of inclined satellites at any

time. Updated Keplerian elements are
available every day via the Internet.

We use this to find inclined Gorizont,
amateur and polar orbiting satellites. $119
Cat# 51150

The Practical Guide to Satellite TV
Second edition, printed this year has 122 pages of data, footprints, theory of operation and

history of satellite TV Find out how satellites work and how to receive their signals.
Written in easy to understand language, not Swahili! $39

Cat # 81030

AV-COMM PTY LTD ( ACN: oo2 174 478)
P.O.  Box 225 Balgowlah NSW 2093 Austra l ia
TEL: 612 9949 74I7 FAX: 612 9949 7095

Web:  ht tp : / /www.avcomm.com.au Emai l :  sa les@avcomm.com.au
You are welcome to join our E-Mail Newsletter Service.

Just  send E Mai l  to  addme@avcomm.com.au.

*  Pr ices  do  no t  inc lude sh ipp inp  and inc lude Aust ra l ian  Sa les  Tax .  (  i f  app l i cab le  )



SPACE Pacinc
Satellite

Programme

Access

CommittEe
A trade association for users, designers,

installers, sellers of private satellite-direct
systems in the Pacific Ocean & Asia Regions

TPG - getting it right
Those who check into the SaIFACTS Web site

(http://www.satfacts.kwikopy.co.nz) are aware that recent
observations concerning the new TPG free to air satellite
service rollout have been less than laudatory. In particular,
their approach to locating qualified dish system installers for
their PAS-8 (12.725, SR25.728, FEC 7/8) service seems to be
"enyone who hqs ever installed a terrestrial television qntenna
is qualified." Further, the only special tools they believe you
will need is a "crimping tool" for F fittings. They even
discourage use of any kind of signal metering equipment,
apparently oblivious to the fact that a mis-aligned dish is not
peaked, only working under the clear sky conditions which
existed at the time of the installation.

The SaIFACTS Web site observations have drawn some
interesting comments which we share with you.

" lt appears to me TPG is on a run to boost their subscriber
count for basic Internet service, preparatory to an ambitious
stock float. We all know from experience that stock floats are
tied to number of subscribers and a recent ramp-up of new
subscribers always looks good in a stock prospectus. Putting
new Internet subscribers on line in exchange for granting them
access to a 'free' satellite TV service is actually a pretty
inexpensive promotion for TPG."

Another observer pens:
"Telstra's Big Pond has the dubious distinction of having -

by far - the largest churn rate in the industry. They are steadily
losing market share. Ozemail (l) is at the same time growing
very rapidly, and are poised to introduce satellite delivery of
Internet throughout Australia. TPG Internet have watched all
of this very carefully, and I know from my professional
contacts there they are sound technical people, an aggressive
and successful Internet provider, and skilled computer

hardware systems integrator. They have the mix of costs right
and are a successful company in every regard.

"(If there is a weak spot), it is their PR department. As with
most Internet businesses, it is staffed by eager younger
computer / advertising guys and gals who don't generally
understand the technical niceties of getting the facts right
before going to print. It is the PR department which has
created the message to would be installers that 'untrained

monkeys make successful satellite installers.' We all know
better, and they will quickly learn this was not the right
approach either.

" They are planning to use one version of decoder box for the
FTA 'pay-TV' and another - after April - for the Internet
download connection they will provide via their PAS-8
footprint. The separate box is much easier to integrate into a
working system, rather than the Telemann card in a slot
approach of IHUG which has proven at best to be a
temperamental device.

"I qlso understand that when the satellite Internet download
comes on line, TPG will offer a complete home PC system
with the satellite link, as an option. By using separate boxes
for each function, adding CA services is far easier. After the
casual viewer gets used to 8 reasonable value services for
virtually no cost, adding optional CA is the next step. If I were
at Austar or Foxtel, I would be very concerned about how
people might respond to 8 FTA satellite channels as a part of a
$19.95 monthly charge that includes essentially unlimited
Internet as well, against the $44 to $85 per month now charged
for more TV channels. If you have a sport, movie, news,
family viewing mix FTA with your Internet, it is a quantum
leap to paying on average more than $50 a month for a slew of
additional channels which on close inspection most people
never watch anyhow.

MEMBERSHIP IN SPACE
Membership in SPACE Pacif ic is open to any individual or f irm involved in the "satel l i te-direct"

world in the Pacif ic and Asia regions. There are four levels of membership covering "lndividuals,"

the "lnstal ler/Dealer," the "Cable/SMATV Operator," and the "lmporter/Distr ibutor/Programmer."

All  levels receive periodic programme and equipment access updates from SPACE, signif icant
discounts on goods and services from many member f irms, and major discounts while attending
the annual SPRCS (industry trade show) each year. Members also part icipate in policy creation

forums, have correspondence training courses available and their support makes possible the TV
show SPACE Pacif ic Report. To f ind out more, contact (fax) 64-9-406-1083 or use information

request card, page 34, this issue of SaIFACTS. Page space
within SaIFACTS is donated each month to the trade

association without cost by the publisher.



"TPG's adventure into free pay-TV is a very cheap carrot to
entice their existing (and prospective) clients to switch from
wireline to satellite download service. That satellite delivery of
downloading is heading to become the dominant delivery
method by year end now seems indisputable. The roll out of
further cable TV has essentially stopped, often the first
generation cable modems have not worked as advertised and
the costs associated are very high." (In fact - what Optus is
paying for a cable modem will currently purchase all of the
parts required for a satellite TV receiving system - editor)

TPG's entry into our business now seems certain. How the
competition will respond is less certain. Our Web site"faulting" of their public relations is genuine - 90% of what we
know or knew prior to this communiqud was through their pR
department. If it looks like a "loser," we believe it was fair to
also assume that TPG was similarly badly managed. The writer
of the prior report has provided valuable "insider insight" into
their plans and we are grateful for this more balanced
information. For 99%o of TPG's clients, their only personal
contact will be through the guy making the satellite
installation. If he has the skills of a "trained monkey" and the
expertise of the same animal, the public will also quickly
develop the same attitude about the firm and its service - no
matter how well conceptualised it may be. In our humble
view, TPG needs to rethink and then react on its approach to
selecting installers, the payment to installers (you get what you
pay for) and the level ofskills they require from an installer.

1/  The Telst ra "buyout"  
of  Ozemai l  wi l l  possib ly

have been officially announced before you read these
words,  l f  you can' t  beat  'em, buy 'em and then ru in

theml

LDY,-.llll FTA
A$7bo + tar

FTA " Ll
A$4bo + tar

C g T SATELLITE SERVICES PTY. LTD. AcN086028882
Shop 7/17 Barrett St., Robertson, Qld. 4109, Brisbane !

Australia tel ++6 I -7- 325 5 -521 I, fax ++61 -7 -325 5 -5 126

SPACE
PACIFIC
REPORT

0n Mediasat {Optus 83, 12.336Vr, ad.hoc channet 3 or 4; Sr
30.000, FEC 3/41 every Sunday ar 0300 UTC (4pM NZ, 2pM
Australian Eastern, llAM Western Australial repeated at 0700
UTC (4 hours later than firsr showingl.
0n 0ptus Aurora (0prus 83, l2.6g4vr, Sr 30.000, FEC 3/4.
requires Awora card but otherwise FTAI through Westlink channel
23: Restarts Monday January 3l after six week hiatus - Mondays
at 8AM WST/IlAM AEST, Wednesdays ar 1OAM WST/IpM AEST.
Fridays at 8AM WST/11AM AEST repeared at t2noon WST/3PM
AEST.

NgN 
aN\^l eLL DIGITAL Yecelv eY

LDf.�-31il Comstar

'MPEG-2 DVB, PowerVu, FTA
. ZDX-8111 also works on lrdeto, Nagravision, Cyptoworks, Conax

'Multi-SCART, RCA and Y/C Video Sockets
. CE and FCC aPProved

. High speed port (IEEE-1284,RS-232)
. cI TRDECK Module - A$150 (available only to zDx-81I I buyers)

DIRECT IMPORTER AND SUPPLIERS OF THE FOLLOWING:
Jonsa Dishes, MTl, Zinwell LNBFs, SPACE TV "BOX", Benjamin Analogue

MESH DISH ANTENNAS



The

CABLE
Connection

More about digital BER testing
Most now understand that there is a threshold point in carrier

to noise ratio (the carrier being the digital signal, the noise

being the sum ofearth, sky and equipment generated noise) for

digital reception. The assumption is that C,N is all that we

really have to worry about when lashing together a satellite
receiving system using digital transmission technology.

The Unaohm SBM l05A is a very handy way to wring out
problems inside of a multiple receiver "headend" system. As

we have previously discussed in SaIFACTS, CA{ is important

but not the only important criteria when wiring up a multiple

receiver environment system. Impedance match is equally

important.
The foibles of DVB-T are explained starting on page 6 in

this issue. Much of the concern about tenestrial digital

revolves around the almost universal appearance of multiple

reception paths between the transmitter site and the receiving

location. Reports from those who have spent the last 12

months or more installing outdoor, rooftop aerials for DVB-T

are detailed to a fault with the importance of locating the exact

spot on a viewer's roof where most of the waves arriving at the

directional outdoor antenna are "in phase." That is, there is one

all powerful direct signal and those nasty delayed in time ghost

images are cancelled simply by being very-very clever and

careful in selecting the point where you nail down the antenna.

Gone are the careless analogue days when a TV antenna

installer could climb onto a roof, look around for the quickest,

easiest spot to hang the antenna - stick it there and go back to

the ground. War stories about locating a spot on a roof where

ghost paths are self cancelling are already a legend in the

business. What might take 15 minutes to complete with an

analogue antenna system often requires four hours or more
with $2,000 in test equipment for digital.

When you insert a 2, 4 or 8 way splitter, or some
combination of splitters, into an LNB downline in a "headend"

system, to feed two or more separate same antenna - same
polarity digital signals to a distribution system, you too are
messing with ghosts. The SBM 105 A helps you find those
nasty critters.

A ghost signal is one that should not be there. In over the air
transmission, it results when the direct signal strikes a solid
object, bounces away and ends up at the receiving antenna
milliseconds after the direct path signal. In a cable or other
multiple receiver environment headend, each splitter you

install is capable of creating a ghost signal.
A splitter has an input. If it is the required 75 ohms, that

input matches the impedance of the RG6 cable coming from
the LNB. Provided - the F fitting you have installed at the end

of the LNB downline is itself 75 ohms, and is properly

completed with the specified (for that brand and model of F

fitting) crimping tool. All pretfy basic (see SPACE Pacific

Report, 9904).
Then the splitter has fwo or more outputs. One (or all) is

power passing, to allow the IRD power supply to send l4l18

volts to the LNB. Between the power passing output and the

IRD is a jumper cable, typically the same RG6 type and style

as the input line. Similar jumper cables, with two fittings each,

connect the additional receivers connected to the same splitter.

The splitter is supposed to do two things:
1) Equally divide the input signal between the outputs

2) Provide the same 75 ohm impedance to all ports - input

and outputs.

Beware of sharp (RG6) cable
bends - potential impedance

mismatch
point750hms[ILDF7

75 ohms

75 ohms
IRD

Ghosts (signal reflections) occur when the impedance of the transmission line

system i"t*""n tNB and iRO input is disturbed by a non-75 ohm section or piece. Input power to a 4-way splitter (shown)

is partitioned amongst the number of outputs with equal amounts to each

output fifting (a minor amount is lost in the splitting).



The goal and assumption is you will have a 75 ohm
impedance at all points in the system. Measuring impedance
inside of an active (operating) system is a bit complicated. But
with the SBM 105A, you can detect where the impedance
differs enough to establish "system ghosts." And those
"ghosts" inside of a signal division network are just as deadly
to the proper operation of satellite digital as signals bouncing
off of a neighbour's roof may be to DVB-T.

In the diagram shown on top of p. 22, we have a four-way
splitter with two IRDs connected plus the SBM l05A meter
(l). The fourth output from the splitter is "open" - a length of
RG6 line is connected to the splitter, nothing is connected to
the other end.

Set-up the SBM l05A and tune-in one of the digital signals
you are processing with the IRDs connected to that splitter.
Note the BER (ideally the signal will not be one that floats up
and down in level). Now take a 75 ohm resistor and
temporarily connect it between the braid and the center
conductor on the end ofthe piece ofRG6 hanging out ofport 4
of the splitter. Note the effect of terminating the number 4 port
with a 75 ohm resistor. The BER on the SBM l05A meter
should change when you connect the resistor (previously it was
an unterminated port).

Now disconnect the 75 ohm resistor and substitute a value of
either 40 ohms or 150 ohms and note the change in BER. This
is a deliberate "impedance mismatch" and depending upon the
quality of the splitter, the BER will change slightly or a great
deal. What you are measuring here is the isolation between
port 4 (the test port) and port 3 (where the SBM l05A is
connected).

Now go all the way and remove the 40/150 ohm resistor and
simply short the shield/braid to the centre conductor - a dead
short, 0 ohms impedance. The BER should go bonkers.

What you are witnessing here is a way to "qualifi" splitters,
to select brands and models that are better isolated (port to
port) than others. You also have demonstrated to yourself a
clever way to use the SBM 105A to "clip onto a splitter" in the
cable headend and then systematically go through the other
cable and connectors connected to the same splitter to see if
any of them are marginal, or defective.

Another approach is to connect the LNB to the SBM 105A,
and then run a jumper to the input of a splitter under test. The
l05A powers the LNB, the BER is read ahead of the splitter
but still affected by the splitter that is in series with the
instrument because the final termination is the IRDs at the end
of the line.

1/SBM 105A review, December SaIFACTS, p. 6

power pass

All cables, connectors,
termination points
must be at or close to
75 ohms or mismatch

which creates "ghosts"

is created

With SBN t05A ahead
of splitter, it "reads"

final termination

MELBOURNE
SATELLITES PIL

ACN 065 270 733
Established 1992

Direct importers and suppliers of the following world renown products.

KTI
ORBITRON
PATRIOT
JONSA

ANDREW

Full range of cables, splitters and connectors.

Phone, fax or write for our 1999 Product SA lalogue.

SalesMarehouse - 84 Bayfield Road, Bayswater Victoria
Construction Services - 13 Elsum Avenue, Bayswater Victoria
Postal Address - PO Box 901. Bavswater 3153 Victoria Australia

GARDINER
CALIFORNIA AMPLIFIER

MTI
CHAPARRAL

ADL

Phone: (03) 9738 0888
Fax: (03) 9729 8276

ECHOSTAR
SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA

NOKIA
IKUSI

DX

www. melbournesatellites. com. au sales@melbournesatel l i tes. com. au
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FTA SCPC - difficr:ltto load

# Program
Channels

4143/1007R
4018/1 l32L

Status unknown - was tertingtrTA414711003H

37 16/1414H

also Fv MstTn 13.330, FEC 3/4

3s69ll  58 1H
FTAI diffrcult to load

FTA. new servic€, tesl

FTA (reaches SE Australia)3412/1738V
342s/1'�t25V

4t4711004H

FTA, occasional feeds390911241H

FTA SCPC. radio APID 81
FTA: #1 Chinese, #2

FTA SCPC (news feeds3799/1351H
CA: someFTA

FTAI uo to 20 radio channels

FTA SCPC. radio APID 256
FTA SCPC, teletext, radio APID 8l3727/1423H

FTA SCPC. + radio APID 80
FTA SCPC. radio APID 80371311437H

FTA SCPC. +radio

FTA, not same as Aust. verslQn

C A l & 3 o c c . F T A

4006/1 144V
387511275Y
3834/1316V

FTA SCPC, + radio3827/1323V

FTA SCPC. radioAPID 8l3813/1137V
FTA SCPC. radio APID 257
FTA SCPC, now easY to load

3785/1365V
3766/1384V

FTAMCPC +radio

NDS CA @ace DVS211

NDS CA (Pace DVS21l
NDS CA @ace DVSZI I

PowVu CA; some FTA feed ohannels

NDS CA @ace DVS2I I

NDS CA using RCA"/Thomsor! Pace

FTA SCPC, difEcult to load3889l126ltlz

FTA SCPC; maY be test

subs available -10 radio FTA

PowerVu; TBN #3 FTA, some CA
CA and FTA, Japan, Taiwan, China



Recelvers and Errata

inolined orbit +/-2.4 desees
FTA SCPC (NT, Aust onIY)
FTA SCPC (NT, Attst onlY)

FTA. CA (NT, Aust only)
PowVu but mostlv FTAI TRT ++

CA $105 smart card required (P. 2E)

CA $105 smart card required (p. 28)
CA. $105 smart card requiled (P. 28)
CA, $105 snurt card required (P. 258

feedinq Darallel 12.698. test

CA subsoription available Australia

CA- subsc'riotion available Ausralia

CA. subscription available Australia

CA- subsoription available Australia

FTA Sydnev -30 minutes time zone

FTA" purpose here tmknown

FTA, purpose here unl<nown

NDS CA. subscription available NZ

NDS CA, subscription available NZ
NDS CA subsoription available NZ

FTA, difficultto loa4 firll time?
Viaccess CA some FTA at times

PowVu. FTA. news fee<Ls
PowVu, FTA, news feeds

Viaccess CA sorne FTA at timres

PovgVu FTA, ABC Melboume feeds
Viaccess CA. some FTA at times

'MDS' CA. IRDs useless other svos
'IPG FTA + ADril start lntemet

PowVu CA & FIA; subscription avail
PowVr:/CA test same as PAS2 3776H

PowVuCA& FT^A' (EWTN)
PowVu. FTA at this time

PowVu, int€rmitt€nt tests, CA+FTA
PowVu CA- \MN, ABC NT

PowVu CA, WA only - D9234
PowVu FTA - reported olosed down (l

PowVuCA. comeFTd
Philiw MPEG-2' FTA

Pv, CA/FTA (Fox News USA )
(PowVu)EIA. occ. feeds

tdttambruFhtGs
FTA - testine CA, "threatentng"

PowVu) FT,\ occ. feeds
(PowVu) FTA, # pgn chs varies

FTA SCPC feeds (occasional use)

FTA oocasional feeds

1900-2030UTC: also see 3957H
Reverse link HK to Atlanta, f€€ds, FTA

FTA occ. (sport) feeds

1900-2030UTC; not dailY, PowVu FTI
FTA-hD. NTSCcc. sport, shuttle

(PowVu) CA& tr'TA
PowVuCA
PowVuCA

:unentlv FTA, lowlevel, Md East feed:
PowVuCA

Thai5 servioe, tests, FTA
Mediacuard CA, some oco. FTA
DMVA.ITL oco. feeds, ttlp CA
DMV/NTL ooo. feeds, tlp CA

DMV/NTL occ. feeds, tYP. CA

DilA/AITI,
#1.2 CA - *t t

occ, feeds, typ. CA

FTA-France to Polyn

Bird Service RF/IF &
Polaritv

# Pnogram
Channels

FEC Msym

L API/I THT+NTV 36't5^475L 2 + 2radro 3t4 r2(.000)
\nlA./134r GensuTV 3769/1381V t/2 6(.930)

Aol/138e Reulers 37421r408V s/ 6??\

Viacom 3860/1290V uoto6 314 30(.ooo)
)nr B3/1 5t Mediasat 12.336V 6+TV,3+radio LIJ 30(.000)

Auro,ra 12.407Y 2t3 3o(.000)
Aurora 12.532V 213 30(.000)
Aurora 12.595V y4 30(.000)
Aurora 12.720V 5t+ 3o(.ooo)

Ootusffest 2.3'I6H 3t4 29(473\

Austar/Foxtl r2.438H 3t4 29(.473\

Austar/loxu 12.564H 314 29(473)

Austar/Foxti 12.626H J I A 29(.473)

{ustar/Foxt 12.688H 1t4 29(.4't3)

lnt Bl/16( ABC NT fd 12.256Y lTV,3 mdio 3/4 5(.026)

CentnlT t2.354H lTv 3t4 3(.688)

.mparja Tl t2.367H lTV,3 radio 3t4 5(.424)

SKYNZ t2.391/418Y 3t4 22(.500)

SkvNZ r2.518/546V 3/4 22(.s00)
SkvNZ 12.6431671\,1 3t4 22(.51JU)

lmnaria fd. 2.367H 314 5(.424)
)AS8/.t667 Pacihc Timt 2.286Y lOTV 314 26(,470)

\ R(rfnre 2312H y4 ff q?R)

\BCInlercl 2.321H I 6(.978)

Pacific Time 12.326V? 8TV 3t4 27(.500)

\BCIntercl t2.330H I 314 6(-978)

Paoific Timt 12.366\ 9TV 3t4 26(.470\

TARBS 12.526H I2+ TV 3t4 28(.067)

Boomeranc 12.725H 5+TV 7t8 25(.728)

NHKJoho 4065/1085H 5TV- l radio 3t4 26(.470)

lE l 3980/1 170H 8 tvp 314 21(690)

lalBqtlPasS 3940t2l0H uo to 5TV 7E 27690')
CI{NI 17801370H 3 , u p t o 5 T V 3t4 25(.000)

MTV Test 374014loH 4 2t3 27(500)
)A32/l 69r PvBouquet 1Deatvz 2+TV, radio 'j:tlr 27(.500)

WAPowVu 12.637(.5\ 4TV.8 radio u2 l8(.500)

I UD-Dlll 4t83l96TV 1 1t2 6(.620)
HKPowVu 4148/1002V uptoB 2R 24(.43O)

\ |'Ltlont\r 4093/1057V 5 , u p t o 7 314 29(.473\

iox Bouquo 3989/r 161V 8TV/data 7t8 26(.470],

Feeds 394211208v I  or2 2R 7(.4e7)
-ET1!?0)BJTI\ UDN

t4iddle Eas 3778/1372V ?/4 l3(.33 I

Scnice I 376111389V I 314 5(.620\

CCTVPY 3716n434Y 5 Apical y4 l9(.E50)

llIV Japau 41741976H 3t4 5(.632)
Feeds 4138/1012H 3t4 6(.620\

403411116H ITV, 14 audio? 314 6(.620)

CNNIIIK 3996/t154H i tq 9(.99E)

Feeds 3867/r 183H I 213 6(.6r8)
3957/1t93H lTV. 14 audio 3t4 7(.000)

F€edi 393911211H 2 (typNTSrC) 2t3 6(.620)t(.498)

CalPowVu 390vr249H uDtoS 3t4 30(.800)
Disney 3804/1346H J 5t6 2l(.093)

)iscovry Snr 3776/1374H 8Ap 3t4 2t(.093)
Satcom 1{ 174311407H uoto5 7E l9(.465)

t702n7TE AFRTS 4t77|973LHC 8TV. 12+ rad 3t4 26(.694\

12.650H uoto 3 TV v2 l7(.800)

I701/180ECanal+ Sat il.610H l6TV, I radio 3t4 30(.000)
T\n{z 4195/955RHC 3t4 5(.632)

TV}IZIBBC 4186/964RHC 3t4 5(.632)

TVNIZ 41781972NHC I 314 5(632\
IVI{ZAptn 4170/980RHC I 3t4 s(632)
)E flJ-onq l{ 4095/1055L 7TV. 5+ radio 3t4 27(.500)



Bird Servic.e RF/IF &
Poleritv

#Prognm
Chsnnels

FEC Msym

G29148ADTYITIZ feeds 4044/1 106R 3t4 s(.632)
NZPrimeTV 40241r126L LIJ 6(.876)

RFOPolycesl 385811292L 3t4 4(.566)

TVNIZ OL) 3854/1293R I 3t4 s(.632)
T\TNZ 3846/1304R y4 s(632\

l0 Australia 3765/r385R 6 7t8 29(.900)

Receivers rnd Errata
ixed CA and FTA feeds

mixed CA & IITA,
SCPC, mixed CA & FTA, fe€ds
PowVu CA & FTA; #3 TBN

BOUQUETS . FTA vs. CA: Uistings tpre shor SCPC (single drannel per canier) and ililCPC (multiple drannels per canier) digihl fanvnissions

whidr "more or less" confom to fte MPEG-2 DVB 'sbndard." Unforfunately, 'conforming to fre shndard is interpreted difierenty by he various
bansmission equipment suppliers - of whidr, Soienlific Aflanb is tre most notorious witr its PowetVu propriehry (ttrat means 'unique b SAJ meftod of
oeating MpEG-2. lf you want to see REAL MpEG-2 DVB-Compliant (as in world shndard) signgls - ty AsiaSat 2, European Bouquet (4000/1150t12).

SR .m6umes, heir fo,verVu format in an attempt to force eadr programmor using its uplink equipment to also use its proprietary (PowetVu) receivers.
panAmSat, closely linked to Scientific Atanta, virfually insisb hat any digibl s€rvice us6r of ttreir satellites use Poleilu format fansmission equipment'
The good neurs is trat some dever non-PorerVu receiver designers and receiver software writers have created "quasi-PorcNu' decoding rottines whidl

in ma'ny cases ouperform he porerVu originals. lf your use requhes accees to one or more PoterVu CA (onditional acceos) service, yott hate no dloice

but to iurclase a FowerVu receiver. lf youire only interested in FTA {free to ah) PorerVu services, there are many lover coet oplions {see belovit).
All services listed in bold fuce (i.e. Aiirang TV)ire FTA. When MCPC services are FTA, they are also list€d bold lace (i.e. Euro Bouquet). When tpre

are mired CA and FIA programme drannels in a MCPC bouquet, see right h6nd column for a bold face indication of this (i.e. some FTA). The primary

(mostly or toht) FtA trlipirouquets are as follows: PAS4/68.5E: CCTV (3716H); Thaicom 3ll8.5E: lvhhar (3600H), Thai Global (3425V); As2100.5E:

E;rA;"r Bouquel (466gH;; Optus 83 /156E: uediasat (12,336V); PASU169F:!|![ Joho {4065H), Califomia Bouquet (3940H), CNNI (3780H);
pASlJ169E: NAC Hdng xoirg (iOSrU, Mrddte East (377SV), BBC + (3743V), cCTV (3716V), Califomia PowVu (3901H), Satcom 16 (3743H); Intelmt
7011180E: RFO (40951HC), 1b Aushalia (3765RHC). There are far more SCPC FTA digibl serviffi than MCPC FTA digibl servic€s-

MPEG-2 DVB ReCeiVelfS: (Dataherebelievedaccurate; weassumenoresponsibil'ltyforcorrecttess!) I
ADI MediaMate. FTA, NTSC+PAL ouputs. (Pacific Digital Sys' Pty Ltd, tel 61-2-8765-0270) |
AVCOMM R3100. FTA, excellent sensitivity (review SF May 1998); new version Sept. '99. Av-COMM Pty Ltd' 61-2-9949-741 7' I
Beniamin DB66O0-CA. FTA, Foxtel/Austar WCAM+card. Try Steffen Holzt ++687'{38-156. I
OrunOig DTR11O0. Mfg by Panasat (SA), very similar to Panasat 630; out of production, lrdeto capable. See Av-COMM above' 

I
Humax-Fl-Cl. primarily sold for TRT(Austalia), does (limited) PowerVu (!ot Optus Aurora approved). ^ ,, I
Hyundai-TV/coM. HS-SI OOB/G (Pacific), HSS-1OOC (China) FTA. Different g_oftvvare versions; 2.2612.27 9""1-ry1-9lT,"rs' 3.1 1 

|
and those w'r6r Nokia tuners also good; later 5.0 not good. SATECH N2.26) (Dec 99 - serious glitch with EBB reception) I
fyundai Hsszoo. FTA, poweM, ScPc/McPC. Review SF March 1999. Kristal Elecfronics, 61-7-{788-89s__._,-... ^-*.
XiunO"i HSSgggCl. FTA, lrdeto (with CAM) + other CA systems, PowerVu, NTSC. Kristal Electonics, above; review SF#63'

trt-ediaStar D7. FTA, preloaded wi known services, exc. sofhrate (review SF July 199S). MediaStar !omm, inJ- 61'2-9618-5777

muftiCt "i"" (UEC) 660. E"tlnti"fry sare as Austalian 660, not grey market contrary to reports. Sciteq tel 6J-8-930G3738

Nokin ..d-box" (Vi.7Xl, European jFTA, may only be German language, capable of Dr. Overflow software. Tricky to use'

Nokia 9200. When equipped with propei CRilA, does Aurora, pay-TVsewicgs prwided software has been "modifed'with Dr

Overflow or simitar pr6giam (www.gAXXfnE[ecTRoNlcS.bOM- NoJe: This site shut-down by Mindport early November - may

not be tunctioning!). RJported factory 1 2 mo. wananty. Peter OHbi tei 61-3-51 33-791 1 , mobile 61-041 8-386287

Nokia 950019500. Numerous versions for different world parts; not di"tiuutea in Pacific but assistance from Av4omm Pty Ltd'

Nokia 9g00. Latest single chip version, witr Cl and lrdeto capable. No software for Pacific, Asia; not recommended.
pace DVS2il. NDS CA (no FfR; to, btar Asia, previously used for Indorision. (Solution 42,61-2-9820-5962).
b"". ociloo. originatty Gatary (Now FoxteFAustar). trd-eto, some FTA with dfficutty (Foxtel Austr_alia l^300-36081 8)
pace DVR5{D. OriginatbCruOb modified for NBC (PA92) affiliate use, wih,CA!l equivalentto DGT4_00 but more reliable'
pace*Worldbox"IDSR620 in NZ). Non-DVB compliant NDS CA including Sky NZ, no FTA; similar ?enith'version.

i;;fii"-a;i;tiit" oinzoo. Advises no tonger cunent model (see. p. 2, here); Clone of Mediastar D7 (see above)

b;;;Jii0i6g0rsiil-la-Cpc FTA, trdeto &pabte, forerunnei uEc 642, 660. or.rt of production, spares fax ++27-31-593-370'

I ;;;;;;;iliu-osr0. riA + kdeto cA; one of 2 tRDs approved by opils for Aurora, but no longer available,in Australia.

I i'rrliliiiiii, zz. 
'p-"*v, 

capabte, Nisc, sraptrics, ease of use. (111 review sF#SD. snr!Q!(!el9*!4 out or production

li l; i ; i t i :Frnscpc,rr,1c'pC,anatosueldishmover.DetailedSFreviewNov.lggs.sATEcH6l-3-95s3-33ee'
| ;;;;il. l,r"ji"sr"ii CA t* mO,-"mbedded Msym, FEC, only for Canal+Satellite (AntenneCal ++687'43.81.56)

I Power6om. FTA, P;WVu, NTSG, excellent sensitivity. NetSat 61-2-9687-9903'

l;il;V;ir;riii,giii,gZl4).Non-DVBcomptiant-MPEG-2unlessloadedwithsoftwarethroughESPNBootLoader(see
I betow). primarity sotd for pioprietary CA (NHK, cWN+ PAS-2 Ku, GMT etc). Scientific Atanta 61-2-9452-3388'
| 
-pi"iilioiiim"lt"is6o0't,tKlugoorino. 

irn, iowVu+anatogue, withdrawn fiom sale in Pacific (was skyvision-below)

I ;,il;il6ilA#. iin sCFcn,rcpc, powVu, anatogue, pJsitioner. sF review Dec'98;withdrawn from Pacffic sale (below).

I er"."t 21025. FTA ScPc/MCPc, NTSC/PAL, SCAIT + RCA. Sciteq 61-8-9306-3738.
I SatGruiser DsR-i0i. rrn ddpclncpc, powVu, NTSG/PAL. (skyvision Austalia 61-2$292-5850, Telsat 64€-356-37'[9)

I ili#;;; 66i-ioi p. irn scpcltvtcpb, powVu, NTsc/pAL; analosue, positioner - review this issue (skvvision - see above)'

| ilil]"Jffi;ili"'digisr"n-slyrsy. rrn'nircpc, kdeto cAM+softwaie upgrade. od of production; skandia 5'l-3-9819-2466

I Stronq SRT 46qr. SCPC, MCPC, PbwerVu; exc graphics, ease of use, review SF#64' SATECH 61-3-9553-3399'

I iiiv iirsliooor. il;r; 'ctone"'Hyundai Hss80=0ci; if so, poor copy. Runs very hot, reportedlv bums up smart cards

I uEc642. Desisned for Aurora (rdeto), approved by optus; limited other uses. Nationwide6l'7-3252-2947.
I G460. [""1""0"0 uecotz, ui"a ui si<y Racing Ruit., Foxtel-limited FTA. (Nationwide - above); power supply problems.

I i;;; ;,iE .J.pr'-""t-"p"diaiieceiv"r ror r"rlb"o oi sPAGE Pacific (Av-comm Pty Lt!,tel.+61-2-9949-7417)

I V.tiTSb:tOOC. FtA, done of Hyundai, V2.27 sofhrare custom to Austalia (Natiornvide-above).

I Accessories:
l Aurora smart cards. New v1 .6 now available, 1.2 no longer available for RABS. Price nory A$105' Sciteq 61-8-s306-3738'

| ;il;,v;ffd;r;-firade: pAS-2, 3860/1190v, 26.4io,7/8; Tune pgm ch 12 and follow instuctions (do not leave earlv!)
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1701tsTE 3808/1342R Udava TV
4052/1098R WorldNet VOA subors.
4178/972L MTA Inter.

1604t5ut60E 4166,/984 various feeds

n04/668 3765/1385R tcsts

4015/l l35L Monqolia (sEcAM
PAS4/68.5E 3743tr4WY RTPi * radio subcr'

386411286V BBC World
3907t1243H Sonv TV Hindi
403411116Y Doordan (various)

4087n063H CNM

41 l0/1040H TNT/Cartoon

41t3t1037V Series Ch

41821968H MTV
PAST/68_58 3470/1680V test sisnal

AP2R.r/6E 374511405V Vasta Music G5 rnNSw)
3691/1459V TEN

Thaioom3rT8E 3871/1279H TVT
3760/r390v Army TV
3690/1460V MRTV
3685/1465HMvanmarTV + radio 7.6
3616/1534V ETN
3s76n574YATN Bangalr Bengali

355411596V Gurbani Ker
3536/1614V Puniabi TV (,:r;c seffice)

3514/1636V FalakTV
3489/l66lH Vasta Music @c tests

3465/1685V RAJ-Tv
Exoress 6/808 367211478L TK Rossiia (north beam)
InSat 2El83E 3481/1669V Sun TV

3575/ts75YViiav/Asianet aud. 5.516.6
3810/1340vDDI-Tamil
3850/1300VDDI-National

3930t 220V DD2Metro
3970/1 180V Telusa I

3998i1 l52V soort feeds

4035/1 1 l5V SrurTV
4060/1090vSurva./Sun TV
4093/1057V DD7

ChnstrlAT.5E 3880/1270H occ feeds '4NSW"Ntst

sTl/88E 3550/r600v test card

3582/1568V Nila TV (vintage TD

els s6/esE 367s|14"15R RTRI P3 NSW
3875/L275R Orbita 1

3916/1234R RTRII
3935/1215R Orbita II

Mesat-l/91 371011444H vTV1,2,4
3880/1270H RTM.l

tnSat 28i93.58 4165/985H India Metro {SW on 3.7n
4r25t1025Ylndia National {SW on 3.?n
4080/1070vDD7 (Tamil)
4070/1080H DD9
3970/1 180V DD9 Kan.)
3882/1268V DDI
3840/13l0v DD?
376211388V DD4

AsSat2/100.513642n508H ERTU Eq\Dt

36601r490V feeds, tests

3680/1470H feeds

3860/1290V feeds

BIRD/
Location

RF/Itr'&
Polerltv

Seiric* Errata

(As2/100.5E) 3885/1265H WorldNet VOA subcrs
3960/1 190H ccw4
3980/1 l70V RTPi *5 radio svos

lrs s?l/toiF 36751r475R RTR
3875n275R Vrk Apt

\sSaf?S/105 I 3660/1490V Z-Marathi audio 6.6
3680/1470H CETV

(ternpFTA) 3800/1350H Star Soort NTSC
(temo FTA) 3840/1310H Channel [Vl NTSC

3900/1250tnAlohaTV Puniz
(terno FTA) 392011230H Phoenix Ch NTSC

3940112r0v Z,*htrlra

3980/1 l70V 7,@TY
4140/l0l0v Ancla Bansla

4060/1090v ZeeCrrLerna (Starcrypt)

4100i1050v PTV2Morld
4120/1030H CCTV NTSC

Ttornl/108E 4000/l l50H tests
PslatC.2lllfE 4160/990H 0rance) TV5

4140/l0l0v Brunei + feeds
4120/1030H MTVAsia
4080/1070H Herbalife + lests

4040/l I loH CNBC
3970/1 180V CNM

3880/1270H AustATNT
384011310H TVRI tests

3742n408V RCTI Enclish sutrcr

AsSatl/122E 3677/1473Y Test cerd *. 39331r217H
ahinS 6/I ?{F 4085/1065V feeds seldom seen

JcSaS/128E 37681t382V feeds occ., P5 NZ

4085/1065V test card NTSC.6.8 aud,

AolA/134E 4160/1050v U D I  Y

3980/1 l70V CETVI
3900/1250v CETV2

AolA/138E 4160/99011 CCTVT
s7/r408 36751r475RORTMoscow +/4d. inclined

3815n275R tb€ds. tests

.MAP2[42.s 367s11475L occ. tests +/- 3 dec ino.
As.2ll16E 1787t1363H GMA P1/2 s. eqt

Me2/148F� 4080/1070H test card ooc. use

PASS/166.5E 3880i1270V test car4 feeds not firll time
3865/1285H Napa test oard not fulltime

PAS2/169E 39401r240Y Naoa test card

1802/1748 4166/984R Feeds

41771973R Feeds

a021lJ1E 4166/984R Feeds inc. KBS Korea

4187/953R Occ. feeds

r70l48QE 3810/1340R Ooo. feeds

3841/1309L RFO East Beam

3845/1305R Occ. feeds inc. fromUSA
3930/1220RUSA net feeds FTA & encrypt
3n5/tt75P' Occ. feeds

PAS4/68.58 3785/1365V )iscolerv India BMAC
386011290H ESPN India BMAC

Ao2l'76F, 3960/1 190H HBOAsia lil flicicioher2

c2tr13E 39301r220HFilip. Peo. Net GI I,5 MPEG
Apl/138E 4100i 1050v ESPN BMAC
PAS2/1698 402811122H ABS/CBN GI I.5MPEG



SPACE pacific, the Asia-Pacific industy membership trade association, has produced (and continues to produce) a series of

one hour television programmes. These ?SPACE Pacific Report" shows, hosted^by Bob Cooper,-cover a.range of topics of

interest to installers and enthusiasts. show numbers and content are as follows: #9901- spectrum Analyser techniques, #9fl)2-

Feeds and LNBs, #9903- Dish antenna designs and problems, *S!O! Tlrg dish markeQlace, and, liny.pafts'" #)905- Dr

Overflow (Nokia) software, #9906- How the uplink works (tour of RCA's Vemon Valley site), #9907- Uplink Two, including

uptini transmitteis, #9908- Digital Basics (Mark Long), #9909- Real World lnstalls (Mark Long), #9910 - Installing a polar mount

aisfr (in proouction); "Report""is broadcast by Mediisat on Optus 83. 12.339V!..ad-hoc channel 3 (SR 301000' FEC 23) with

the following coming-weeks schedule: Suiraay Januaa' af - Show 99!1 - 0300-0400 UTC (1600 NZDT' 1400

AESummerTime, 1 100 Westem Australia; ,epe"6 07OO UTC). Sunday f! - 
!!row 9902, same times as Janu1 ?:: :::*y /

February 6 - Show 9903, same times as January 23; Sunday February 13 -_Show 9904' same times as Jtn:T^111"*T#

reurua.i' 20 - Show 9905, same times as January 23; Sunday fgbruayv !7 
- Show 9906, same times as DeceJnlcf re(

';iun;yyr:1"::*i*1";x,:";"m;ff '"'ffi :ffi"J"'I'X;".111.ffi iffi,i,"tr
l',rrono"F, SAMWST/itAfu AESi; Wednesdays 10AM WST/1PIU nesf; Fridays 8AM WST/11AM AEST repeated 12noon

WA/3PM AEST. Show schedule: Week of January 31, February 2,4: Show-9908; week of February 7,9 and 11: Show

9909; week of February ,t4, i6 and 18: Show 99i0; week of Fe.-bruary 21,29,25l. Show 9901 . Wesdink is in 'hibemation'

during the holidays, off the air from December 1 7 to January 31 . SPACE Pacific attempts to pre-announce, which show(s) will

appear through the SatfRCtS Web site prior t9 each weekend (http://www.satfacts.kraikkopy.co.nz). Shows are digitally

mastered and VHS copies aie ivailable from SPACE Pacific - see insert card between front cover and page t here'

Sponsorship of SpAcE paciftc Reoort. ln general answer to queries-- _Avcomm, Satech and Sciteq have contibuted

corporate tunding to m"r" pffiEEffiTioducion of the first set of ten sPAcE Pacific Report programmes. Funds derived

from sale of VHS tape copies are also an important etement to meeting the $1,300 overhead of each show' Mediasat and

Westink donate the time to broadcast the programmes, and both are to be commended for this support' As we move into the

next group of (10) programmes now being siripted and shot, we solicit financial support from members of the industy with

commercial activities they wish to have alssociiteO with the project. To discuss your own suppgrt, ..onta$ Bob Cooper at

telephone 64-9-406-0651 , tai o+-g-+oe-r 083, e-mail skykingciclear.net.nz. c-band wide area service is still being negotiated'



Promised 0ptus 83, Vt addition of two lndian language TV channels
through Aurora platform still has uncertain start date. One channel
is Punlabi, 2nd still not announced. Transponder will be 1 2.532Vt.

will be FTA for first 60 days, footprint to include NZ (90cm or
smaller dishl- updates our Web site.

AoStar 2R/76E: TEN TV (analogue) has moved from
3770/l380vt to 3691/l459Vt and is much stronger now (D.
Leach, NSW).

AsiaSat 2/100.5E: Saudi TV Channel l, SCPC, reportedly
tumed off 3661 and 3740Vt and reappeared on 3660/l490Vt
in MCPC format, Sr 27.500, FEC 314 - more progranrme
channels coming? Also tested briefly on 3740 with Sr 27.500.
Final - we suspect - "Official word" detailing why European
Bouquet went bonkers with many IRDs late in November,
from DW: "The disturbance on As2 followed a software
update on 23 November. IRDs with Irdeto software (Pace
DVR500, Panasat, Grundig, Hyundai HSSI0OC) did have
problems. Except for the Hyundai, the IRDs were operational
after a reset and new download. The Hyundai IRD turned out
to be incompatible with MPEG2/DVB standard of the updated
software. After contacting Hyundai, EB has again modified the
data stream software to accommodate the HSS100C variance
from MPEG2."

AsiaSat 3R/105.5E: Star TV is "negotiating" with AsiaSat
for additional transponders - stay tuned. Alpha TV Bangla and
Alpha TV Punjabi 402011140 VT (Sr 27.000, FEC 314,
PowerVu-FTA) are on and off at irregular times - Music TV
Asia is more often functional (S. Johnson, NZ). It appears the
signal levels and preparation for launching this up-to-8 channel
digital service are not yet mature - ed. ljAW TV promo (of
little entertainment value) now 3760/139[V-l Sr 26.850, FEC
7/8.t\tc4\oldsrcuc fi ;ffif

Cakrawarta l/107.5E: The (original) Star Indovision IRDs
cannot be used for any service other than Indovision - reason -
Flash Memory in IRD is "different" than others.

Gorizont 33/145E: "Lucky us." The last, stored in a shed,
unused Gorizont - #33 - has finally been assigned to 145W
with Proton launch "sometime in 2000." Alas, this is still an
inclined orbit (by design) bird - luckier folks near 80E will get
Express A.2 which if nothing else is geostationary - also
'lsometime in 2000."

InSat 2El83E: Asiasat - the channel, not the satellite - tests
reported 3577 /1573VL Sr 3.978, FEC 314.

Intelsat 701/1808: Canal Satellite (ll.6l0Hz, Sr 30.000,
FEC 3/4) passed 5,000 subscriber sign-ups 35 days after
launch, far more than 3,000 projected. Yesr service does work
in "grey" areas of Australia on smaller dishes, not in NZ
however on any reasonable size dish. Yes - French Adult
service XXL is now daily operating.

Peter Cook in Oueensland: "The 9Ocm tKu) dish is
attached to a 3.7m C-band and in this posi t ion wi l l
receive Optus B1/83, PAS 8 using the posit ioner in
the normal way. The satel l i tes are reasonably close

together and at this locat ion are not far f rom
due-north. "

Optus B1/160E: PAL analogue feeds reported 12.636H2.
Imparja FTA service feed on 12.364H2, Sr 5.424, FEC 314
excellent here on l.2m dish - Austar has been advertising
$19.95 installation special here (D. Leach, NSW). Sky
Network NZ test on 12.670Vt (Sr 22.500, FEC 3/4) has had
MCM, occasional video feeds FTA. Sky planning additional
(CA) pay-TV services here shortly (Mathews, NZ).

WITH THE OBSERVERS: Reports of new programmers, changes in established programming sources are
encouraged from readers throughout the Pacific and Asian regions. lnformation shared here is an important
tool  in our ever expanding satel l i te TV universe. Photos of yourself ,  your equipment or of f-air  photos taken
from your TV screen are welcomed. TV screen photos: l f  PAL or SECAM, set camera to f3.5-f5 at 1/1sth
second with ASA.lOO f i lm; for NTSC, change shutter speed to 1/3oth. Use no f lash, set camera on tr ipod

or hold steady. Alternately submit any VHS speed, format recept ion direct ly to SaIFACTS and we wi l l
photograph for you. Deadl ine for FebruarylSth issue: February 5 by mai l  (use form appearing page 34),  or

5PM NZT February 6th if by fax to 64-9-406-1O83 or Email
skyking@clear.  net.  nz.



STAR TV Asia "Pi racy Contro l  Pol icy"
As quoted f rom pol icy memo dis t r ibuted throughout  Asia by STAR TV to insta l l ing d is t r ibutors of  thei r

equipment  and serv ices.
"We conduct verif ication of all data provided by purchasers of our digital satell i te receiver equipment

( fo l lowing in format ion provided by the insta l ler  on the)  Customer Account  Act ivat ion Form and the Purchaser
lnformat ion Forms (such as,  insta l la t ion address,  purchaser type,  number of  SMATV out lets  and so on) .  l f

d iscrepancies are found due to fa lse/ inaccurate declarat ions by e i ther  the end user ,  the insta l ler  or  both,  we
wi l l  have to take measures to protect  the in tegr i ty  of  our  business and to ensure compl iance wi th the local
laws in the countr ies in  which we d is t r ibute our  serv ices.  For  example,  in  cer ta in countr ies (e.9.  China)  a l l

decoders must  be imported and sold through our  appointed d is t r ibutors.
"The action will include the steps described below:

"1 l  A warning le t ter  wi l l  be issued to the insta l ler /end user  in  response to the fa lse/ inaccurate declarat ion.
"2) The price of our equipment may vary from country to country. lf equipment purchased in one country and
declared for  use in  that  country is  found to have been insta l led in  another  country,  the insta l ler /end user  wi l l

have to pay STAR TV wi th in 14 days of  the date of  the warning le t ter  any d i f ferent ia l  for  the country of
actual  insta l la t ion.

"31 Further, the installer/end user must resubmit its Customer Account Activation Form(s) to STAR TV
declar ing complete ly  accurate deta i ls  wi th in (14)  days f rom the date of  the warning le t ter .

"4)  Should the insta l ler /customer fa i l  to  do so,  a second warning le t ter  wi l l  be issued.
"5) lf no appropriate action is taken by the installer/end-user, STAR will have the right to immediately

suspend access to the serv ice and/or  terminate the (serv ice)  ( insta l ler )  agreement  wi thout  fur ther  not ice.  l f
the insta l ler /customer subsequent ly  compl ies wi th the warning le t ters and requests re-act ivat ion of  access to

the serv ice,  the insta l ler /customer wi l l  have to pay a re-act ivat ion fee determined by STAR.
" ln addi t ion to the above,  STAR TV also reserves the r ight  to  c la im an indemni ty  f rom the insta l ler  against

loss,  expense c la ims and damages suf fered by STAR TV resul t ing f rom or  in  any way connected wi th

non-compl iance of  the Terms and Condi t ions of  Sale of  the equipment .  "

Operat ions & Customer Serv ices
STAR TV

Mutti,



Optus B3/1568: All (10) radio service channels on 12.564
and 12.626H2 are now encrypted. Optus has fired up
12.376H2 at Sr 29.473, FEC 3/4 essentially duplicating
12.689H2 (but subject to change) - something new coming
here?

Palapa C2M/113E; RCTI is - contrary to reports - solid
here at 347511675VL Sr 8.000, FEC 3/4. Some English
language TV programming from USA, UK (D. Leach, NSW).
Mega-TV (pay package) reported gone from this satellite (was
3780/l370vt), possibly to (unknown frequency on) Measat I
(91.5E). Star FM 106.9 has replaced VOA as audio subcarrier
on 3880/1270H2, 8.l0MHz - Australia ATN7. Latest channel
line-up for C-Net Taiwan (376011390H2), Sr 26.666,FEC 314)
for those occasional unannounced period when the CA quits:
(10)  Ch.  12,  ( l  l )  Globe,  (12)  Formosa 2,  (13)  Formosa l ,  (14)
CTV, (15) TTV, (16) Sun Enjoy, (17) BBC World, (18)
Fashion TV, (20) - open -, (21) CTS. Additionally, channels I
to l0 are FTA radio/audio services you can listen to while
waiting for the CA to quit ... again (S. Mcleod, NZ).

PAS 2/f69E: TCS International, 4183/967Vt appears to
have shut down (some reports say it has gone CA) (D. Leach,
NSW). Fox TV News USA is FTA, 7 others CA (sport feeds)
on 3989/ll6lvt, Sr 26.4'70, FEC 7/8 - not easy to load.
ABS-CBN Digicipher I format has moved from 3836H2 to
402811122H2. Telstra test on l2.28lVt, Sr 27.500, FEC 213 in
December had WIN-TV and ABC North as programme
sources (D. Nolan).

PAS 8/ 166E: New numbers for Discovery service here on
3980lll70Hz are Sr 27.690, FEC 3/4 (R. Brooks, Marshall
Islands). Boomerang TV is testing with 5+ FTA channels on
12.725, Sr 25.728, FEC 7/8 (Bill Richards, Australia) (the

FEC is of course ill advised but suggests they plan to use the
transponder for far more than 7 to 8 TV channels announced.
It also makes a mockery of their claims that installers can
"convert" ex-Galaxy/Austar /Foxtel 60cm dishes to this use -
somebody has not done their homework! -ed.) CNN, CNN fn
(financial network) are included along with Animal Planet and
at times - TNT/Canoons (Ernie Wright, NSW). MTV (Asia)
continues testing on 3740ll4l0Hz, Sr 27.500, FEC 2/3- not
fulltime. CNBC is moving here from PAS-2, will start
simultaneous feeds around 1 February, plans to shut down
PAS-2 service on March 31. Encryption status after move not
announced. CNNfn (financial news net) has been added to
378011370Hz Sr 25.000, FEC 314 (FTA at this time).

STI - 88E: Global TV and Tzu Chi TV are now on
3 509 I | 64lHz, Sr 23 .433, FEC 3 I 4 - with many others.

Thaicom 2/120E: TVT (Ch I l) reported 3865/1285H2, Sr
4.687,FBC 3/4.

Thaicom 3/ 78E: ATN World is no longer at 359411556V1.
Gurbani Keertan has replaced Raaj Plus on 3554/l596Vt
(Asian beam). PTV2 reported on3420ll726Vt, Sr 3.366, FEC
3t4.

Live in Australia???
Av-Comm Pty Ltd. has the "best" service
for subscriptions to SaIFAETS Monthly

and Coop's Technology Digest!
tel02-9949-7417, or

Email c garry @avcomm. com. au
Proudly d Distributor Member of SPACE Pacific

and sponsor of SPACE Pacific Reports on TV.l
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New Hyundai H55800ci
Works on frdeto CA services, ond FTA
DVB, PowerVu, in both NTSC ond PAL!

O13OO+ chonnels Video and Audio
l? x CI slots for 6 twes of condifionalaccess nodules.
Olrdeto, Viocces, Com:i, Cnmtoworks, Mqmvision ond lliledioquord
)Conversion to PAL or NTSCat the 6utput, menu selezfable
OEditoble chonnel nome, sotellite nome and Mdeo, Audio ond PCR PIDs
) Works on Aurcru and Austar (with CI tnodule and authorised card)
as wellas FTA services fipn Apstar 2R, Thaicon 3, Pas?, Pas?,
and fhe tWediasat bouguet on Optus 83

a MCP C- SCP C 2 - 45 Ms / sec cover oee
) Switchmode power supp ly 90-26 ?VeC 50/60H2
aRCA Video ond Audio oufput sockets os well os

SCART. Video ovoiloble in Composite, RGB orY/C
) Cost $690 plus tax. Call for uholesale or export prices
CI frdefo module $150ea.9old only with the recAiwr.

'TAL
electronics

25 Cataract Ave,
Rangewood QLD
4817. AUSTPALTA.

Tet. 61 (0)7 478889a2
Fax. 61 (0)7 47888906

www.kistal.com.au
kristal@ultra.net.au



Water under the bridge
A 29 page report detailing the ABA investigation of why

the Western Australia transition from B-MAC to digital was
so fraught with problems has been posted on their web site
recently.

For those with a short memory, GWN decided it would not
become a client of Optus for the Aurora project in mid 1997,
electing to go with Telsat which offered them bouquet space
on PanAmSat PAS-2. GWN was to begin simulcasting
(B-MAC and digital) in September of 97; in fact, it would be
December before the PAS-2 service appeared. The B-MAC
termination date, on the assumption all GWN viewers would
have traded their B-MAC for PowerVu equipment, was set
for January 31. Ultimately it was extended to February 28.
From the 28th until March ll, an estimated 37,500 GWN
viewers were without service - those being people who had
not taken steps to acquire digital reception equipment. On
March I lth, the ABA granted Optus permission to put GWN
back up on B-MAC pending resolution of a number of
disputes that had arisen between GWN and Optus.

Those qre facts. Everything that follows is a matter of
opinion; GWN's, Optus's, the ABA's or that of more than 200
viewers and firms impacted by what happened.

The ABA investigation found:
l) GWN was not mindful of "teething problems" (it was the

first B-MAC service to actually go to digital) and made poor
decisions regarding the length of time it would take to reach
existing B-MAC users, talk them into PowerVu, and then get
the equipment delivered and installed. The mid-December to
end of January original announced simulcast period was
complicated by the Christmas holidays and the "wet" or rainy
season that stops commerce in NW Western Australia.

2) Scientific Atlanta was unable to deliver decoders as they
had promised, in particular rebroadcast sites operated by
Shires that had ordered D9223 units were still without even at
the end of February.

3) Optus meddled by sending out a large quantity of press
releases and dealer advisories which basically told people
"Don't make a decision about tradingfor PowerVu until you

hwe ALL of the facts - Optus will be ovailable (in mid 1998)
with a full line-up of stations including many never to be

wailaile on PowirVu (they meant Westiink, TVSN, Ovation
- subsequently killed)." And Optus also told a fib (imagine

that) - by telling people "Don't worry about (January 3l)
(February 28) - GWN will continue to be B-MAC qvailable

until the Optus (Aurora) service is ready to replace it."
The ABA investigation found only one universal thread

amongst those interviewed:
"The preference of viewers to receive all

broadcast ing serv ices us ing one decoder and thei r

decis ion to wai t  unt i l  they could genuinely assess the

merits of both the Optus and Telstra services."

4) The RTIF scheme was close to the wire in performance.
A total of $8 million was provided by RTIF, an additional
$3.2 million by Commonwealth agencies. The vouchers did
not leave Canberra until January 15th - very close to the
original January 3l B-MAC turnoff date, and once in Perth,
they still had to be redistributed by GWN to the 3,200 DTH
homes and I 14 rebroadcast site operators.

There were other factors. The Shire Council rebroadcast
site operators were well aware SA could not ship D9223
IRDs, and although D9225s were finally shipped as
temporary substitutes late in February, this contributed to the
general feeling that even if GWN B-MAC was going to be
shut down as announced, ordering a SA IRD was not going to
fix the problem. In fact, as of January 15, 1998, SA had only
one (!) order for a D9223 for WA. Optus, according to
reports, wasted no time advising people that SA IRDs would
have to be shipped back to Sydney if they broke but
suggested their own IRDs would be "locally serviced." Long
after the event, October 1999, SA established a module
replacement service programme in WA.

The ABA finds that whereas GWN should have been the
"offcial information source" for the status of the digital
conversion, Optvs "usurped this role" by sending out
volumes of releases "allegedly supplying incorrect and
misleading information to viewers." The ABA further found,
"GWN does not appear to have made any conscious attempt
to refute the information being disseminated by Optus and
did not engage the position being put out by Optus that
viewers need 'do nothing' in preparation for the change."
And,"GllN had been largely silent in relation to viewers."

There were other nasty confrontations. Optus told GWN it
could continue to carry their B-MAC signal "until the Optus
Aurora platform is available." GWN said no - you can see
why. The longer the B-MAC stayed on the air, the less likely
people would in fact make a decision in favour of PowerVu.
Worse yet, Optus wanted to charge GWN for this "favour"

and in November 1997 "substantially increased the charges to
GWN for continued B-MAC delivery." Optus in defence said
they were entitled to higher rates because GWN was no
longer a "long term contract client." Then Optus decided it
would not charge GWN if they agreed to stay up until
mid-1998, but should GWN ask only to be on B-MAC until
March 31, they would be billed. Ultimately Optus put GWN
back up, after receiving special permission from the ABA to
do so and following an 11 day period starting March I when
GWN tumed off their B-MAC. We note that Optus was able
to do this " only because of intervention of the ABA" - in other
words, when Optus was "promising" viewers back in
December and January that GWN would stay on B-MAC,
they had no real legal basis to make this promise. The return
of B-MAC, according to the ABA, was only partially

successful. "(This) retransmission by Optus was of poor
quality and eventually deteriorated to an almost unwatchable
signal."

On February 28, when GWN initially left B-MAC, out of
3,200 DTH homei, only 1,261 had installed D9225s. Another
750 were waiting for delivery through Scientific Atlanta, and
745 had not even applied for their RTIF voucher. A token
441 said they were "waiting for Optus to start up."

What do we learn here? GWN was outfoxed by a slick
Optus who we now see was not above "fibbing" about the

status of B-MAC and their own plans. SA didn't plan
properly for receivers and the ABA makes excuses.

.i



Small dish Ku-band ethnic systems developing!
Stay tuned with SatFACTS!

I nNfnn my 12 MONTH subscription to SaIFACTS starting with February 15th issue (rates below)
I nNtnR my 36 MONTH subscription to SaIFACTS starting with February l5th issue (rates below)

NAME
Company (if applicable)
Mailins address
Town/city Country

Amount to ""@"* z""tuno) rnsgo (in.i i" o
Austral ia) or 3 years -  NZ$14O1 A$22Ol US$150 i f  by cheque. VISA or Mastercard? See form below and
return with order. Return to: SaIFACTS, PO Box 330, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand or if by VISA or

Mastercard fax to 64-9-406-1083

USE THIS FORM ONLY WHEN CHARGING ON VISA/MASTERCARD

Please charge my VlSA/Mastercard as follows:
n ONE Year  of  SaIFACTS MONTHLY (NZ$60,  4$96,  US$60)

n THREE Years of  SaIFACTS MONTHLY (NZ$140,  A$220,  US$1SO)
tr  SATELLITE TELEVISION: The Booktet  (NZ$ 10,  A$ 1 2,  USS 1O)

n  One  Year  o f  COOP'S  TECHNOLOGY DIGEST (NZ$  12b ,  AS  125 ,  US$  125)
Indicate charge card type: f l  VISA n Mastercard

Name (as it appears on VISA / Mastercard)
V|SA/Mastercard Number

V|SA/Mastercard expiration date
Instructions: l f  ordering by mail,  return this complete (3-part) card or a copy of same (to

SaIFACTS, PO Box 330, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand); i f  order by FAX, send ful l  card as a
single sheet to 64-9-4O6-1093

ALL COPIES OF SaIFACTS Monthly are sent via Air Parcel Post world-wide!

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS from SaIFACTS MONTHLy: order Form

I  SATELLITE TELEVISION: The Booklet. Excellent introduction to home dish ownership for
the layman,  inc lud ing major  contr ibut ions f rom the fa ther  of  geostat ionary sate l l i tes -  famed
science f ict ion writer Arthur C. Clarke. The perfect tool to help the satel l i te system seller explain
home sate l l i te  TV to the layman consumer.  From SPACE Paci f ic .  NZ$10/  A$12 /  US$10,  a i rmai l .
I  COOP'S TECHNOLOGY DIGEST. For the really serious enthusiast, investor, business
person in  sate l l i te  te lev is ion and a l l ied leading edge technologies.  Ten issues each year ,
jam-packed wi th  in format ion you wi l l  not  f ind anyplace e lse.  "Coop" rout ine ly  cu l ls  more than 60
publications world-wide, terr ibly expensive newsletters, Internet and his hundreds of private
contacts to keep you right at the leading edge of technology on the REAL changes underway in
telecommunications. Conveniently issued near the f irst of the month, creating an excellent
t ime-l ine-f i l ler between the mid-month issues of SaIFACTS. Now in the 6th year, airmail
world-wide. Normally NZ/A/US$250 per year - for SaIFACTS subscribers special 5oolo discounted
p r i ce  o f  NZ /A iUS$125 .



. NEW programming sources seen since January lst:

o Changes (s
January lst:

ignal level, transponder, programming content) in pre-existing programming sources since

. OTHER (including changes in your receiving system):

NOTE: Please use Pl - P5 code when describing signal levels and receiver IF/RF settings.

Town/City
Make/size dish

Your email address if you have one!

l) Load Aurora channels in normal manner; 2) Switch to Aurora TV channel 1 (TVSN); 3) Change Aurora card for the

Austar card; 4) MENU button; 5) Select "Advanced Options"; 6) OK button; 7) Select "Signal Detection"; 8) OK button; 9)

OK button; l0) Select "Change Dish Installation"; 1l) OK button; f 2) PIN 99a9; B) Select "Manual Tuning Parameters";

14) OK bunon; 15) Set Frequency: 12438, SR 29473, Pol Horizontal, FEC 3la; ft) OK button; 17) MENU button (Austar

will now load assuming the polarisation does indeed switch to horizontal and you are pointed at B3).
* When powering down the IRD, it is best to leave the Austar card in the IRD (so that when repowered it loads the Austar

* when changing from an Aurora channel r"'fT;ri'*fff:iTil?illl];"rse, it is best to change the card first before
changing services.

* It is best not to leave the IRD on an Austar channel without the Austar card in the IRD (it will lose channel sequencing).
* If the channel order of Austar does change (i.e. wrong channel; numbers indicated) or some Austar channels disappear, with

the Austar card in the IRp, power down and restart.
" To add a third service provider (when and where available): 1) Load factory default settings (to clear out the Austar

channels); b) Load the third service provider per steps 2 - 17 above, using the parameters for the new provider at step l5- At

the completion of step 17, the new service provider will now load; c) lf Austar is also required, add as per steps 2 to 17 above;

Note: Ifihe Austar channels are not erased before installing the third service provider, there may be problems with the channel

allocations. (Courtesy SaIFACTS Magazine)

15 it just a eOtNelDENeg
Members of 6?PrLe have mor? $orK

than thel can handle?

- send me information about how joining SPACE Pacific can lead me to more, profitable work!Z YES

NAME

Company affiliation (if anY)

Mailine address

postal code Country

Return to: SPACE Pacific, PO Box 30, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand
or fax to 64-9-406-1083

Town/city



Features include
' Built in Positioner (36V, 5A)
' DVB Common Interface (2 slots)
' Teletext
' 50 satellites
' 2900 channels
' Manual PID entry
. SCPC/MCPC
' Channel naming
' Satellite groups with own skew settings
' Electronic Programme Guide

DVB Gommon Interface
2 slots, PCMCIA type
(1 and 2 housings)

*"ilddro iltn*'
ffi sg

D-25001P
Full featured Digital Receiver Positioner

with Gommon Interface
Sciteq is proud to introduce the new Echostar D-25001P

MPEG-2/DVB compliant DVB-S IRD with built-in Positioner.

950-2150MH2
Ftype linput, 1 output (loop
through)
0112v,13/18V, 22kHz,
DiSEqC 1.0, Mechanical  and
Magnetic Polarizer
QPSK, C/Ku band
2-45Msym/s

ry, VCR, AUX
Audio L/R, Video
CH 21-69, PAL B/G, I, D/K
9-pin D-sub male
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Tuner/Demodulator
Receiving Freq:
lF connector:

LNB Control:

Demodulator:
Symbol Rate:

In/Outputs
Scart connectors:
Cinch connectors:
UHF modulator:
RS-232:
SVHS connector
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